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TWIST&
SHOUTl
Sideways and Banner Printing
Utility for Dot-Matrix Printers

SHOUT YOUR
MESSAGE IN
A BANNER!

JaljUarl'ebruary April

REVENUES

Widqet Sales (unite J (365 2345 3215 4322
Price Each 11.2 1.28 1.28 1.28

--------------
Widqet Sales ($) 46lZ7 .1 3001.60 4115.20

Gadqet Sales (unite) ],122 3452 3434 4561
Price each 42.3 2.34 2.34 2.34

--------------
Gadqet Sales m 98'll7 .1 8011.6t 8035.56----------

TOTAL REVENUES 145!1i1.211019.28

Available for all CP/M and
MS/OOS computers for the
low price of $34.951
Special Offer: For the two
computer family - one
MS/OOS and one CP/M
copy of TWIST &SHOUTI
for just $49.951

TWIST: Did you ever have to print out a spreadsheet that was too wide for your printer? You spent the rest of the
afternoon with scissors and tape putting all those little pieces into one useable printout. Well, TWIST is the answer for
those giant spreadsheets... no more cutting and taping because it twists your printer's output SIDEWAYS and lets you
print spreadsheets (or any text file) of any width on one continuous sheet of paper.

SHOUT!: Get your message across in no uncertain terms - now you, your computer and your dot-matrix printer can
say HAPPY BIRTHDA Y MOM in eight inch high letters in any of three special type styles. Create banners, signs,
posters or oversize greeting cards with ease. Anything you can type on the keyboard can be SHOUTed by your printer in
gigantic letters!

TWIST & SHOUT! is available for all CP/M and all MS/DOS computers and supports these dot-matrix printers: Apple
Dot Matrix Printer, Imagewriter and Imagewriter II, BMC MicroGraphic, C. Itoh 8510 Prowriter, 8600B and 8610 BPI,
Okidata 82 or 83 (with Okigraph or PC-Write ROMs), 84, 84 Step 2, 92, 93, 192 and 193, CTI CT-80, DEC LA50, all
Epsons and compatibles, Gemini 10X, 15X, 10X-PC and 15X-PC, Hewlett Packard Thinkjet, all IBM Graphics
printers, Proprinters and compatibles, IDS Prism 80/132 (with Dot Plot) and MicroPrism, Legend 880 and 1360,
Mannesmann Tally Spirit and MT160, MPI Sprinter, Printmate 99 and 150, NEC 8023AC, Panasonlc 1091. More
printers are being added all the time! If your printer isn't on the list - call us - we'll probably add it at no charge!

TWIST & SHOUT! sells for $34.95 plus $4 shipping/handling and is available nowl Order one CP/M version and one
MS/DOS version for just $49.95 plus $4 shipping/Handling. Overseas airmail add $12. Foreign checks must be in US
funds drawn on a US bank. California residents, add 6% sales tax (Los Angeles County, add 6 1/2%) The CP/M version is
stocked in Osborne, Kaypro and Morrow disk formats. If your CP/M computer can't read an Osborne, Kaypro or Morrow
disk, we'll make TWIST & SHOUT! available in virtually any other CP/M disk format for an additional $5 disk transfer fee.

To place COD or credit card orders: Call TOLL FREE: 800-824-7888 (Ask for Operator 409)
~ Alaska, Hawaii, call: 800-824-7919 (Ask for Operator 409)

MaBterCard~ ~:~::~c:~6~8e~~i~~~~~~~~~s~~~~~8~~~;:~~~I~ [70235,1346]

For more information, a free brochure (revelw reprints, other products) or to order, contact:

-----aM .. _.. .. ....
T E C H N 0 LOG I E 8, INC.

22458 Ventura Blvd, Ste. E
Woodland Hills, CA 91364

t
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EDITORIAL

To Fix It Yourself or Not,
That Is the Question.

If you own a Morrow comput.er, you need this
issue. It's a basic primer with most. of the knowledge
you need to keep your machine healthy or to get it
better after it gets sick. This doesn't mean that you
have to turn into a technician. Many of the rePairs
explained in this issue are simple ones. If you can
read the instructions, you can make the repair. And
chances are, you may never have to use the information
given here. Your machine may run smoothly for many
years. We offer this primarily as backup, as
insurance that should some small thing go wrong, you
won't be st.uck on the error message for days on end or
out of big bucks because you brought it to a shop for
something you could. have fixed yourself in 15
minutes.

The word from the repair shop owners is that more
and more of you Morrow owners are fixing it
yourselves. At least, that's the conclusion the shop
owners draw from the increasing number of calls they
receive soliciting advice of a t.echnical nature. This
issue could save you that phone call. So keep it and
ot.her MORback-issues on hand. This won't be the only
issue with tips and hint.s on how to keep your machine
going. We'll continue to gather basic fix-it
information and to pass it on to you in simple,
readable form.

Spare Parts Supply Has Grown.

For a while it was not so clear where the Morrow
speci£ic sPare parts were going to come from. Silicon
Valley Surplus (or SVS, see interview with owner in
this issue) slowly ran out of such hard-to-get items
as PC (mother) boards and MT70 terminals. The public
auctJon at Morrow (see article on page 24) came just
in time to replenish SVS, now our major source of
sPare parts for years to come.

With Morrow's doors closed and its dealer network
dissolved we--as a users' community--must be a little
more resourceful than in the past. But we have two
favorable circumstances on our side: The refreshed
supply of spare parts and the continued availability
of places where we can have our machines repaired. We
have complied a list of these resources in this issue.
It's rather incomplet.e, but at least it's a start.
Let us know of any places we left out.

A MOR BBS in the Offing?

Magazines have their limits in terms of getting

technical information to you at the time you need it.
If you have a nagging problem with your computer
system, writing a letter to the Mailbox column is not
going to get you a solution fast.. The time between
issues is just too long. Phone calls for help to the
MOR office sometimes work but. often don't. We're not
set up as a service bureau, and getting a satisfactory
answer depends too much on the skills of whom you
happen to get on the phone. So we are considering
another channel of communication to speed along
questions and answers between users: A MOR BOO or
electronic bulletin board. We'd like to know what you
think of this idea.

It. would be nothing unusual, really. Just a BBS
like the one BAMDUA maintains for its members and
friends, and very much like the thousands of BBSs
already oPerating around the united States. Then why
another one? For one thing, the BAMDUA BBS has become
so busy, it's harder and harder to get on line. For
another: A MOR BOO could be more than a message
syst.em. It could include several additional feat.ures
designed to quickly deliver the specialized help and
information you need.

What mi.ght those features be? Here are a few for
starters: An instantly updated list of known repair
shops; a depository of all the Public Domain software
that has ever appeared on FLOBs and more; a directory
of reviews of Morrow-usable soft.ware and hardware, not
necessarily limited to those printed in MOR; and a
data base that you remotely oPerate containing phone
numbers and/or addresses of knowledgable MOR
subscribers willing to help. In addition, this MOR
BOO could serve as the major channel for transferring
arti.cles to MOR. Many more possibilities exist,
including some you may wish to add.

A MOR BBS, like any bulletin board system, has
one major drawback. If you live far from Berkeley,
you'll have to shell out long distance money. If you
are in deep trouble and you need help fast, you may
not mind those costs. But you may find them
prohibitive i£ you're making regular calls to browse,
keep contact, and see what's new. To solve this
problem, we are looking into a way to join an already
existing communicati.on network that would allow most
MOR subscribers around thecount:ry to contact the MOR
BOO with a local phone number. What's your vote? If
we installed a MOR BOO, would you use it? Let us
know.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

LIVING WITH MORROW'S DEMISE

Dear Editor:

Naturally, as soon as my MD3 heard about the
Morrow bankruptcy, it started acting funny. Probably
sympathy pains. Anyway, it started putting stray
characters on the screen after certain key sequences.
I called about 15 places, but no one would work on it.
The only nibble I got, if you can call it that, is
that one dealer offered to sell me a new keyboard for
$206; I guess I should have been indebted to him for
at least that.

Don DeMaio, Barrington, RI

[Do you have an MT70 or MDT60 terminal? Call Silicon
Vallay Surplus in Oakland 415/261-4662. They sell
complete insides of these keyboards for $25. --Ed.l

AUSTRALIAN SUPPORT

Dear Editor:

The passing of Morrow Designs is a sad commentary
on the "new is better" syndrome of computing, but i.t
would seem from the pages of MaR that Morrow users in
Australia are in far better shape than in the u.S.
The main importer, Automation Statham, has always
provided good service at both reasonable cost and in
reasonable time. They were very swift to issue public
statements assuring the locals of continued support
for their Morrow equipment. With them and MaR we are
clearly better of than our colleagues with Osbomes,
etc.

R.J.H. Deane, Chapman ACT 2611, Australia

LONG LIVE CP/M

Dear Editor:

I think we CP/M devotees--or reactionaries, if
youprefer--can take heart from Pournelle's remarks in
the June issue of Byte Magazine. It appears that the
industry perceives a need/demand for CP/M. I note a
surge of ads for the V series of processors, which
will run both PC-DOS and CP/M as replacements for the
8088 and 8086. Programs that need no more than 64K of
RAM seem to run much better under CP/M 2.2 than under
MS-DOS or PC-DOS or even CP/M86. Perhaps the
honeymoon with IBM and MS-DOS may be fading a bit, and

I suspect that computers with the V series of CPUs
will be the survivors after Apple, Commodore and Atari
go into Chapter 11.

Jesse Adams, Olga, WA

CLOCK OF THE BRAVE

Dear Editor:

I have never seen an advertisement for anyone
selling a real time clock for Morrow computers. I
bought a "Kaypro" real time clock from Advent Products
and, after getting my Z80 socketed, mounted the clock
in a 1985 MD3 with the Japanese mothemoard and it
worked perfectly. Also, the software that Advent
provided for operating the clock on the Kaypro worked
on the MD3. I called Advent back and reported this.
Their response was: "You are brave! we thought that
it. might work but haven't had time to test it."

Coleman Smith, Fayet.teville, NC

[Actually there have been several ads for clocks in
MaR, but not all of them have worked satisfactorily.
The MORE Clock for the MD hard-disk machines often
failed. See also MaR Vol. 2, #3, p. 45, on the z
Clock. --Ed.l

WIDENING THE AUDIENCE FOR MOR

Dear Editor:

I would support your efforts to widen the
audience base to cover other CP/M users but. do not
forget that we, the Morrow users, are MaR's
electorate, the rationale for your existence. Any
widening of the base should not be bought at the
expense of the Morrow owner or you will go the way of
that other excellent journal, Micro Systems.

Robert Deane, Chapman ACT 2611, Australia

[As you can see, this issue and the previous one are
rather Morrow-specific, but many issues are filled
with articles that could equally well apply to other
CP/M users, and we do need more subscribers in order
to survive. One way all subscribers could
help--this suggestion comes :from a MOR reader
--is to present their local public libraries
with a MOR gift subscription under the
nADOPT-A-MAGAZINEn plan. --Ed.l
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COMPLETE SUBSYSTEMS
Plug In and runllncludes software, documents, cables, brackets as req'd.

Advanced Concepts "Mini Winnie"

HARD DISK SYSTEMS
For Your Z-80 Morrow!

Our EXTERNAL systems Install In
seconds! Includes an attractive verti
cal cabinet with integral PIS and fan,
3 foot cables. Everything necessary to
plug In and go!

Our INTERNAL systems do not displace
a floppy drive, do not require a power
supply upgrade. use the highest tech
nology winchesters available. No
compromises!

IMPORTANT
ANNOUNCEMENTS

More ROM update kits.

MaR now has update kits for the MD hard disk
machines (MD5, MD11, MD16 and MD34) available.
This is what you get: An MD-HD ROM Rev. 1.9 and
three floppies with a set of the latest Morrow
written CP/ Mutilities and systems software, plus
some goodies. These floppies are not replacing
the three CP/M distribution disks; for one thing,
the floppies don't have CP/M system tracks so you
can't boot from them. But you can update many COM
and SYS files by copying over your old ones with
PIP or NSWP. Also included are how-to instruc
tions and a printed directory of 10 floppies (not
included) that are loaded with MD11 systems soft
ware source code files for those who want to dig
deeper. An order form is added to order these
floppies at $8.00/floppy or $65.00 for the whole
bunch of 10. In addition, you can order a new
manual called MD-HD Systems Notes filled with
"bubble diagrams" of the frrmware and copies of
Software Change Notices; about. 120 pages for
$25.00. Esoteric stuff. Get some advice before
you bUy. The MD-HD update kit is $45.00 plus tax.
Use the order form on page 45.

Quest Support.

The James River Group has bought the rights t.o
Quest and will be offering both support and
upgrades. You can reach them at 125 North First
Street, Minneapolis, MN 55401, 612/339-2521.

$465. $665. $790. $740. $845.
5mb 10mb 20mb 10mb 20mb

External External External Internal Internal
Kaypro (1,2.4,10) " " " " "Big Board 1.11 " " "Xerox B2G-1,1I " " "Micro Mint SB-1BO " " "Gemini Zorba " " "Osborne " " "Sonya MBC·1150/

1160/1200 " " "AVl Eagle (with mods) " " " (You may delete 590
AIspa II " " " for external systems
Epson Q)(·1 0 " " " less PIS enclosure
Morrow MD-2.3 " " " Add 56 00 for extra
ZoBO 5-100 Compulerl " " " long cables)

The key to the Mini-Winnie system is the INSTAll program. which links your drive and your
computer, the way YOU wont it. Extensive menu options allow selection of any ST·506
compatible drive. as 1 to 4 logical drives within CP/M at any drive letter. Diagnostic and
formal capability provided to match the Installation. Distributed in SOURCE form. Compati
ble with most other add-ons. Including SWP CoPower. ZCPR3 and microsphere.

We have club, usergroup, OEM/Dealerprograms. Callfor quanriry schedule. /ffor any reason
you are not sarisfied. return for full rafund within 30 days. Allsystems warranteedfor 90 days,
info and manual $8.00 credited with system purchase. Specials subject to availability.

ORDER INFO:Call (305) 482·7302. Terms: UPS cosh COD. check or M.O. Please allow 4 weeks
for delivery. Flo. add 5% tox. Shipping extra. Please specify desired floppy formal.

ace Advanced Concepts Engineering Be Consulting
8926 S.w. 17th Street
Boca Raton, Florida 33433
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MD2 and MD3 ROM
Update Kit Update.

If you're considering buying a ROM update kit for
your MD2 or MD3 (as mentioned in the last issue of
MaR, p. 26), you should first check to see what
motherboard revision your computer has; the ROM
update will only work with Rev. 2 boards. If
you're not sure what revision board you have,
there's an easy way to find out: The ROM revision
number usually appears on the screen when you
first turn your computer on. ROM Rev. 1.X means
you have a Rev. 1 board and cannot use the ROM
update kit; ROM Rev. 2.X or 3.X means you have a
Rev. 2 board and can use the kit. If your screen
doesn't display this, there's another way to
check: If you have a drive expansion port, you
have a Rev. 1 board; if you have a Centronics
parallel port, you have a Rev. 2 board.

Vol. 3, #4, Aug/Sep 1986



Maintenance for Your
Daisy-Wheel Printer

by I.I. Butler

Recently, I had to have my daisy-wheel electronic
typewriter repaired, which would not have been
necessary had the manufacturer given complete
instructions for its care in the manual. What
happened was that the lubricant dried up on the long
rod or tube on which the carriage that holds the daisy
wheel and moving parts rides back and forth, the
carriage stuck, and the cable that moves that carriage
jumped off its pulleys.

From this, I discovered that all daisy-wheel
printers and typewriters periodically need some slight
lubrication, as well as some cleaning. The
manufacturers won't tell you how to do it, probably
because they're afraid that most people will use too
much lubricant and/or the wrong kind of lubricant and
permanently damage the mechanism. Some manufacturers
even tell users not to lubricate at all, stating only
that periodic expert (expensive) service is required.

But this is not true, and by following the
instructions here you can keep your printer happy and
save yourself the cost of periodic service--and
perhaps even the price of a repair job.

Cleaning Your Printer

First, turn off your printer and unplug it.
Then, open the cover and, if possible, carefully
remove it to a convenient flat surface, being sure not
to scratch it. Then, following the manual instruc
tions, remove the ribbon.

To clean the printer, you should use a slight
amount of 91-percent (or -higher purity) isopropyl
(rubbing) alcohol, just barely dampening a clean,
soft, 100-percent cotton cloth such as terry (an old
wash cloth) or flannel (old pajamas). Do not use
cloths made from synthetics; they will scratch many
plastics and soft materials, as will most cellulose
sponges you bUy at a supermarket.

Never pour the alcohol directly on the machine,
and do not use alcohol if your manual or dealer has
specifi.cally told you not to. In any event, never use
it on the plastic case without first testing it in an

1.1. Butler is an attorney in private practice in
Berkeley, CA, representing clients in corporation,
contract, real estate and litigation legal matters.
He is also an MD3 user, BAMDUA program director, fre
quent writer and reviewer for MOR, and songwriter.

inconspicuous place. (If you use it on a keyboard to
remove finger smudges, it may slowly, over time, or
even very quickly, remove the characters on the
keys.)

You can use denatured instead of rubbing alcohol,
but it is not as good. It is stronger, containing
less water in combination with the alcohol, and it
lacks the slight amount of oil they put in rubbing
alcohol to make it less irritating to skin. That oil
is good, not bad, for the black rubber platen and any
other synthetic rubber parts you clean on your
machine; these parts need just a tiny amount of oil
like this to keep them from drying out and cracking.

First, clean the platen by rubbing the damp cloth
over it, turning the platen to get all sides of it.

Now, clean the dust out of the floor of the
printer.

You may find dust, hair, etc., in among
electronic components and tiny mechanical parts that
you really don't want to~ with anything as crude,
large and clumsy as your hands and/or a cleaning rag.
The best thing to use is a camera lens brush of soft
camel's hair, with a rubber squeeze-bulb to blow
gentle puffs of air while you are brushing. 'I'hese
usually cost less than $2 and are available at any
camera store. They are useful not only for cleaning
the insides of printers, but also for cleaning any
ventilati.on slots on your monitor and between the keys
on your keyboard (but if you do this, be sure to turn
off the power so that you don't inadvertently change
your termmal characteristics). When using the brush
and squeeze-bulb, try to brush the dust either out of
the device completely or to a place where you can pick
it up and remove it.

If you use ink-impregnated fabric ribbons, your
daisy wheel might be showing ink and general grime
build-up. If it is, it can also be cleaned. To clean
it, first carefully and gently remove it, being sure
to follow manual instructions exactly. Then, lay it
type-side-up on a paper towel on a flat surface well
away from the machine. Use a soft toothbrush or your
cleaning rag, thoroughly soaked with alcohol. Brush
very gently from the center of the wheel towaI:d the
rim, passing over the type face. Do not brush
sideways or along the rim, as this invites breaking
off individUal characters. Old ink and grime will be
deposited on the paper towel. When you're through,
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let the daisy wheel dry completely in the open air
before putting it back in the machine. When replacing
it, again be sure to follow the manual instructions
exactly, and don't force anything.

Lubricating Your Printer

products. Printer and typewriter manufacturers
normally provide service personnel with either an oil
that, although it contains petroleum distillates, does
not harm that particular machine, or one that is
silicone-based and contains no petroleum distil
lates.

Thil:d, the quantities of lubri
cant that are needed are measured in
small drops, not in squirts or
soaks. Most people over-lubricate
everything.

What I now use on my Morrow/
Silver Reed printer, Olivetti elec
tronic typewriter, and even on the
turning mechanical parts of a MITA
photocopier, is a product called
"Break-Free," which contains some
petroleum distillates plus Teflon,
but will not harm most plastics.

Now, to lubricate, you should put no more than
four small drops of lubricant on each rod or tube that
the dalSy-wheel carriage moves back and forth on. The
best way to do this is to move the carriage all the

If in doubt as to whether Break-Free might harm
your printer, use a silicone-based oil that contains
no petroleum distillates instead.

Before lubricating, wipe off any grime and old
lubri.cant from the rods or tubes.

It is available at. sporting
goods stores, such as Big 5; many
discount stores, such as Gemco (usu
ally in the hardware and/or sporting
goods department); some hardware
stores; and virtually all gun
stores. The smallest quantity, 2/3
of one fluid ounce, is all you need
for the working li£e of several
machines. It costs between 95 cents

and $1.50. You must follow the instructions to shake
it well (about 20 times) before use and, using the
little tube that fits in the spout (which should be
taped to the side of the bottle when you buy it) , use
it like an eyedropper. Do not buy or use the spray
version for this kind of work.

Second, very few sprays of any kind belong near a
printer or electronic typewriter, except in the hands
of trained service personnel. Sprays, whether aerosol
or pump, get all over everything, including many
places they do not belong. Many will cause harm. The
few that will not actually harm electronic components
(e.g., 100-percent Freon TF sprays such as FO by Tech
Spray) remove all lubrication, though, both oil and
gl:ease. I do not recommend these sprays for oc
casional maintenance because after using them you must

perform a complete lubrication job,
which is a more arduous project than
most people want to undertake.

Fi9ure 1. The daisy-wheel carriage rides on two rods, which
should be occasionally be lubricated.

First, many lubricants contain "petroleum
distillates," and most of these will harm at least
some kinds of plastics and synthetic rubbers. This is
because plastics and rubbers are themselves petroleum
derivatives, and petroleum distillates will either act
as solvents to dissolve them or else combine with them
to produce different substances. Products that will
do this include 3-In-1 Oil; Singer and most other
brands of sewing machine oil; Liquid Wrench; WD-40;
LPS-1, -2 and -3; and many other commonly available

-Next, with the clean tip of one finger only, feel
each of the two rods or tubes. If they are clean and
slippery, no lubrication is required. But if they are
dirty or dry, or if the lubricant feels as if it is
getting hard or thick, then you'll need to lubricate
them. But. before you reach for that can of 3-In-1
spray, there are some things you need to know:

Now, just look around inside your printer a
little, and compare what you see with what's in your
instruction manual. Your daisy-wheel carriage will
probably ride on a long shaft or tube almost directly
under the daisy wheel itself, and more toward the
front of the machine there will be a second tube or
rod, which is a guide for the back of the carriage.
(See Figure 1.) With the power off and the switch
off, you should be able to move the carriage back and
forth by hand without much resistance.
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way to one end, put three eVenly spaced drops on the
exposed rod or tube, spread them around a little with
the clean tip of one finger, then move the can:i.age
and put the fourth drop where the daisy-wheel camage
had been, also smearing this drop around a little with
your finger. Finally, move the camage back and
forth the full length, to spread the lubricant
around.

This is absolutely all the lubrication you must
do, and you shouldn't have to do this even more than
once in six months. Actually, once a year is
sufficient, unless you have a very high volume of
printing. (But the fust time you use Break-Free, it
will keep good on its advertised promise to float away
old hidden dirt, so wipe the lubricated areas clean
and dry and relubricate in about two weeks.)

You can also lubricate the bearings of the shaft
on which the platen turns. The bearings are where
this shiny metal shaft, which turns, passes through
holes in metal that does not tum, at the ends of the
platen. (See Figure 2.) Use only one small drop of
oil, taking the utmost care not to let any fall
through to any rubber or plastic parts, and only do
this once a year.

Do not lubricate any non-metal nylon and plastic
moving parts that contact only other non-metal parts.
The nylon and plastic parts are self-lubricating. Do
not try to lubricate the motor that drives the daisy
wheel and/orcamage. These units almost always have
sealed bearings. The only thing you can do with oil
is mess up the electrical portion of the motor.

Be sure to keep all oil and grease away from all
rubber parts, particularly the surface of the platen
and the belt or gear drive that turns it. If you make
a mistake and drop oil or grease on rubber, clean it
up by wiping it with a cotton rag dampened with
alcohol, then throw that rag away so you do not use it
for cleaning later and inadvertently wipe the oil or
grease back onto your machine.

Now, if you look around carefully, you will
noti.ce some metal shafts, rods or gears, which pass
through, mesh with or otherwise contact nylon or
plastic parts, and have some orange-colored grease on
them. This is a silicone-based grease and in normal
use will last the life of the machine. Usually, you
can forget about lubricating these places. Above all,
do not oil them, because the oil will wash away the
grease and does not provide the same level of
protection.

If you do a very high volume of printing, though,
and notice that grease being worn away or gumming up
with dust and lint, you can renew it yourself. Use a
silicon-based grease called "plumber's grease," which
is sold in hardware stores for squeaky faucets. Try
to find a brand of grease that specifically says on
the label that it does not contain petroleum
distillates. Also, try to find a kind that is not
especially hard and thick; some are extra thick

because they work in a constant stream of hot water,
and this is more viscosity than you need. After
cleaning off the old, dirty grease, take a long
slender tool, such as an awl or a knitting needle, and
put very tiny dabs of this grease in the same places.
If you have any doubts about your ability to do this
right, leave the job to professionals. Fortunately,
application of grease is not required more often than
every two or three years.

Finally, you can polish some fine, not very deep
scratches out of the clear, see-through portion of
your printer cover. The products that do this are
either polishes specifically designed for polishing
scratches out of convertibles' plastic windows (found
at many automoti.ve stores) orfine metal polishes that
state on the label or in written instructions that
they can be used to polish scratches out of plastics

Figure 2. The bearings of the platen shaft,
indicated here by an arrow, should be lubricated
approximately once a year.

and plexiglass. If you decide to try this, be careful
to lay the cover on top of a clean cotton ten:y towel
on a perfectly flat surface so you do not put new
scratches in or break it while polishing the old
scratches out. If the scratches are deep or exten
sive, though, your only recourse is to order a new
cover through a manufacturer's service outlet.

The instructions given here for cleaning and
lubricationdo not allow you to dispense with periodic
expert service entirely; they only extend the time
between services.

However, there are good reasons for obtaining
complete service manuals for most of the electronic
equipment in your office and performing your own
service. One is not having to deal with the kinds of
unemployed used-car salesman who inhabit much of the
electronics repair world. a
[ © 1986 by 1.1. But.ler. All Right.s Reserved.]
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_________~~ra~ewices

COMPUTER

FACTS
MORROW PROBLEMS

SOLVED
That's right.

Jacobs Computer Services deals in Facts. Computer Facts.
Whether you're seeking reliable advice or reliable repairs, we'll take your problem seriously.

We don't pretend that computer repair is an art, to us it's a science. If your
computer doesn't work, we'll find out why and get you working

again. Fact. No nonsense. Over the telephone or on site
we'll furnish support for you; connecting modems and
terminals, installing software, solving your hardware

problems and helping you to understand CP1M.
Now you know to call Jacobs Computer

Services when you need help.
That's a Fact.

J~COBS
COn1puterselVices
P.o. Box 415 • Pinole CA 94564

Call (415) 724-2446
anytime, day or night!

" , '

\MPUTER SERVICES CLASSIFIEDS
II I • I

Morrow • Lear Siegler

S100 • Liberty Freedom

Micro Decision • Decision 1

ADM20 • MDT50 • MDT60
MDT70 • Freedom 50

Pivot. Freedom 100 • Drives

Hardware • Software

Sales • Support
Service



The Man Who's Got the Parts:
An Interview with Brian Whittaker

of Silicon Valley Surplus
by Sypko Andreae

MOR: Let's start at the beginning. How did you start
Silicon Valley Surplus?

WHITTAKER: I used to work for Morrow. George gave me
a job. He said, "I can't pay you much, but. I'll give
you some st.ock, II and he was one helluva guy t.o work
for. I'm sure that had he not been such a nice guy,

he'd still have his company.

Q: What kind of job was this?

A: Janitor. FaciHties manager was the official
title. Security. Anything that had to do with taking
care of the building. A t.echnician I'm not. Before
Geo:rge, I worked for the phone company, stringing
cables.

Q: Did George help you set up Silicon Valley
Surplus?

A: Yeah, George, at. Morrow, first started the idea of
selling equipment out the back door. They had all
this stuff they couldn't sell and they needed money.
But the marketing department was going bananas about
selling it out. the back door, afraid that dealers were
going to be mad. None of the professional people at.
Morrow wanted that. So it was very hard for me to get

started. The C.E.O. at the time was
Bob Dilworth, and he was sitting on
the fence. Had it not been for
George, it never would have gotten
rolling. But I think that there
comes a point where if you want to
keep your product going, you need to
provide some cheap support. That's
kinda what we do now. While still
working for Morrow, I sawall this
stuff going out. and then sold real
cheap and said, "Jeez, there must be
some money there." And that's how
it got started. started two days a
week while I was still working at
Morrow.

Q: When was that?

A: Two years ago. December of last
year I left Morrow and started
renting this building and going full
time. Morrow had an auction in, I
think, late January, and I went to
that auction and bought a bunch of
Morrow stuff.

Q: I understand that you originally
had the "sole scrap agreement" with

Morrow. What exactly was that?

A: That was an agreement. whereby they sold me
machines at. their cost., and the agreement lasted from
December to the end of February of this year. At that
point, the bank got involved and said to them, ''Naw,
you're get.ting rid of the stuff too slowly." And so
the bank was essentially responsible for the last
aucti.on. The bank. was in it for about $5 million and
they wanted that all back in four months. You can't
sell that much--unless you do it at an auction, and at
an auction it goes for far less.

(continued)
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Q: How much did you bUy at the last. Morrow auc
tion?

A: I spent almost $100,000, and I have all of the
spare parts. And the software. I have a fair number
of systems. I have them all. I bought all the spare
boards, special hardware parts.

Q: SO basically, you are the repositOIy for all spare
parts for MDs now?

A: If it goes in a Morrow MD, I've got it. I don't
care what MD it was, I've got it. If it goes in a
Morrow Micro Decision S-100, I've got it. If it goes
in a pivot I, I've got. it.

Q: Can people order from you by mail or by phone?

A: Yes. We'll ship C.O.D. or we'll accept California
checks, but we don't take credit cards or out-of-stat.e
checks.

Q: Can you tell us about. the warranty you give,
especially for people who live far away?

A: From the day they get it, from the U.P.S. deliveI)'
day, they have 15 days.

Q: Are there any parts you sell that aren't. under
warranty?

A: Oh yeah, I sell a lot. of parts not under warranty.
There are a lot of people who have a good working
system, and they say, "Well, where am I going to get
just one little thing." I sell them a bad board real
cheap. And they use that for parts. There are people
who like to fix them. I sell a lot of defective
parts. But it's up front what you're buying, whether
you're buying defective or not. If you're buying
stuff that supposedly works, you've got 15 days to
make sure it really works.

Q: At the auction, did you also buy MT70 and MDT60
terminals? They've been in short supply recently.

A: I think we bought 300-400 of the MT70s and many
MDT60s. Most of them were without keyboards, but we
had the keyboards from the previous auction.

Q: How about MDT50s?

A: We bought as many MDT50s as we could. We have a
big pile of broken MDT50s. A lot of people like their
'50s, and we carry the spare parts to fix them.
Probably, the MDT50 terminals we have will be sold as
spare parts. They're not as reliable as the MDT20 or
the MDT60, so I don't recommend that a customer buy a
used MDT50, because I don't think it's as good a
terminal as the other two. I like the Mor60 best.. It
looks pretty, it has a good graphic set in it, and it
works a long time. The MDT20 works a long time, too,
but it's ugly. I guess that's a personal preference.

Q: Since this was the last auction of Morrow stuff,

there's no supply any longer for Morrow parts. Do you
have other suppliers you get parts from that can be
used on the Morrow MD, or was this the end of the
line?

A: I don't think it's the end of the line. We have
about. 6,000 of the main motherboards for the MD3s and
probably 1,000 of the hard disk PC boards. That's
enough to support the existing Morrow base for a long
time. Basically, we will continue to either have
manufacturered or get from somewhere parts for the

Morrow machines until the last one is gone. I don't
know how many years that's going to be.

Q: What other stuff do you sell besides Morrows?
What. are you looking for?

A: Anything I can bUy.

Q: How will you go about keeping your business alive
after Morrow supplies dry up? What other stuff do you
sell?

A: I bUy stuff that's cheap and sell it a little more
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expensively. It doesn't matter what.

Q: Do you take trade-ins?

A: You saw my car? A 1972 model, I think.
Actually, I don't even know how old it is. It's an
old beat.-up station wagon with dents in the side,
which I traded for an MD2 comput.er. It's an
interesting story. This guy came from Norway on an
extended visit for a year. In Europe, most people
drive small cars, and he always wanted a big American

tank. So he came and he bought this big American tank
for $500. And then the engine blew up, so he fixed
the engine. And the transmission blew up, so he fixed
the transmission. The air conditioning stopped, so he
fixed the air conditioner. By then his t.ime in the
U.S. was up, and he had to go back t.o Norway. But he
figured he had a fine American car. Everybody's going
to want it, he thought. So he stuck a sign in the
window of the car saying, "For Sale, $1200." He
didn't get even one taker. He came to my store
because he needed a computer, which he was going to
pay cash for. He was getting on the plane the next
day. Well, we made a deal, he took an MD2, we shook
hands, I drove him to the airport and came home with
my new 1972 car!

Q: w"'hat's your philosphy on selling things?

A: I take a mark-Up that's suitable for any retail
store, 2-3 tJmes. If I buy it for 10 cents, I'll sell
it for 20 or 30 cents. Somewhere between there,

depending on how many of them I expect to sell. These
guys who are holding out for the last nickle and dime,
all they're doing is filling their warehouses full of
stuff. And at the same time, I don't have to worry
about much. I'm not taking a guy's last penny. If I
were what they call a smart businessman, I could get
more. But I wouldn't feel good about myself. I'm an
old hippy. I came into California in the '60s to be a
hippy. And the saying we had then was "What goes
around, comes around." The old karma theory. And I
still believe that, I still believe that as you go

through life, if you sow a lot. of
evil out, it's going to come right
back to you. I'm having a good time
and I'm feeling good about. myself
and I'm making money. What else can
a guy want out of life?

Q: Do you have Morrow owners
trying to sell their old machines to
you?

A: Quite honestly, if you want to
sell your Morrow, you're better off
putting an ad in the classifieds. I
want to double. If I give you $200,
I want to sell for $400. Well,
people don't mind coming to my store
and buying an MD3 for $400-500; but'
when they want. to sell one, they
don't want to sell it for $250,
because they paid $2,000 for it. So
when you're buying, you're getting a
good deal; but if you come to sell,
unfortunately, it's not so good.
We'll give you $45 trade-in for
terminals. The only reason for that
is spare parts. You have a terminal
and the keyboard's no good. OK, so
the keyboard's no good, but the high
voltage power supply's fine. So we
sell the high voltage power supply
for $29. That means that a guy who

can change parts, who's got a broken terminal, can
come in and get the replacement part. And we don't
even make double on that thing, but it helps the store
in the long run because we really want to be able to
provide spare parts for all models of machines, and
sometimes we have to live on a very small margin on
some items just so we have them here. Just so we can
have everything. And I think that's been one of the
keynotes of our store, we try to have everything--in
the Morrow line, that is.

Q: Is there anything you would like to add to the
interview?

A: Yes. Thanks to all the customers who allowed me
to get this far. If it hadn't been for my customers,
I wouldn't have had the money, because I don't have
$2,500. That and my name on a lease. I still don't
have a bunch of money in my personal checking account.
But when the Morrow auction came, I had the money to
go get the parts. a
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FROM THE MAILBOX

by Bill Steele

Most people seem to writ.e to the Mailbox soon
after they receive MaR in the mail. However, our
deadline for the next issue is usually just a week or
two after this issue comes out. I get a bunch of mail
that is just too late to include, and some people have
to wait four to six months to see their questions in
print, let alone get answers. So, send in your
questions as soon as they occur to you. If you have
answers to questions you see in the column, send them
in immediately. And write directly to me at the
address below; stuff sent to the MaR office just has
to be forwarded.

Several readers have had the same problem as
Molly McKinney--Iosing characters during WordStar's
word wrap when typing fast--and several different and
conflicting answers have been offered. Wallace B.
Riley of San Francisco, CA, reports that "The manual
says to use the mstallation program to change the
value in the location called DELCUS. This didn't show
much improvement and made the cursor "coast" when ~y
cursor-movement key, including Control-G and <Del>, 1S
held down. I found that working with right justifi
cation off and the default value in DElCUS works
slightly better. I can always justify in a separate
formatting step later."

Mr. Riley wonders in turn, ''Why does reformatting
with Control-QQB stop when it shouldn't and fail to
stop when it should? After stopping at a hyphenation
point, it finishes the paragraph and quits; at the end

We're more on our own than ever, so if you know a
solution to a problem, don't assume someone else will
write in; there are not so many of us that you can
count on that. wl1ether you have questions or answers,
keep them coming: Bill Steele, P.o. Box 782, Ithaca,
NY 14851, 607/273-2132, MCI: WSTEELE, 254-5833.

of the document, it doesn't turn itself off. I have
to.press a key to make it quit."

Last month's mysterious caller from Florida
turned out to be Nick Mills of Miami, who suggests
fixing the word wrap problem by changmg the value at
label DEL5 (page E-16, in his version of the manual),
adding, "It is possible that her terminal has ~en

installed in a way that lets WS load up the termmal,
so the terminal is not seeing the keystrokes."
Raymond Gastil of Cos Cob, CT, agrees, saying that
fiddling with the delays did no good, but when he
reinstalled for a Televideo terminal the problem
disappeared.

Steve Davalos of Carmel, CA, has some main
tenance-related questions: "Can the computer box be
stood up vertically (on its side) without harm? Can I
leave the computer on all the time (day and night) ?
Is there an advantage to this? Is there a simple,
accurate way to measure whether my MD5 is running hot?
Same for MT70 terminal and Epson RX-80 printer: How
to measure temperature and whether to leave on all the
time or not? How can I check whether I need a
replacement fan as advertised in MaR? Are there
visual clues? When should I expect to have main
tenance work done on my MD5? What are the typical
signs? Can I do some of this maintenance myself?"

Whew! The last question, of course, is the theme
of this issue. I hope some of the other questions
will be answered elsewhere in these pages, but here
are a couple of comments. About standing the box on
end, the answer I get from the local service agency
is, "Well, maybe, but I wouldn't guarantee it; it
depends on what kind of bearings they used." As to
heat, there are no rules exc;:ept. that "if it's too hot
to touch, it's probably too hot." If you've added
circuit boards or more disk drives, it would be better
to err on the side of caution and put in a fan, or a
larger fan, or whatever would upgrade what you've got.
I remember reading once that the State of california
had spent about $60,000 on a study that showed that if
lights in government buildings were turned off for 12
hours out of each day, the light bulbs would last
about twice as long. I think that applies here: When
electrons are running around inside conductors--and
semi.conductors--they generate heat; that causes
atoms to get knoc~(ed around and, occasi.onally, out of
place. Most electronic equipment has a rated "life
time," and that applies to the time it's turned on.
Turning the equipment on and off may use up the li£e
in the on-off switch, but that's cheap to replace. As
to when to expect maintenance, don't borrow trouble.
You can expect maintenance when something breaks. The
signs are that it doesn't work. Always spend some
time, of course, making sure that the problem is
hardware and not software, or that you haven't screwed
things up somehow yourself.

Chester Katz of Washington, DC, says that Julian
Ashe's MP100 w111 not prrnt bi-directionally in Pearl
and Smart Checkbook ''because the printer drivers for
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both are equivalent to the WordStar/NeWWord draft
printer driver--unidirectional." well, OK, but my
Teletext printer runs bi-directionally with the draft
driver in both WS and NW.

Mr. Katz also has more on KEY.COM: "If Jon
KOen1er's MOlE has a Rev. 1 board, I would be amazed
that KEY.COM works at all. The program has portions
resident in the disk program, the ROM BIOS and the
logic board in the terminal. The manual states it
will only work on ROM revisions 2.5 or higher. If he
has an appropriate ROM, he may have the same problem
as Alan Donn and may achieve success with the same
fix. I have found that IT one tries enough weird key
files, a functional one will eventually be obtained."

He adds that the MT70 is a clone of the zenith z
22 with a dilierent logic board, and the MOT60 is
similarly related to the Zenith Z-29, so any shop
equipped to repair Zenith should be able to repair
these terminals.

A lot of people have writt.en in thanking us for
reporting that the codes for FA-FO unshi£ted and FA-FO
control are reversed in KEY.COM. Jean-Marc Laporte
took the "more radical solution" of patching KEY.COM.
He found the function key table in KEY.COM starting at
about address OA10, with the offending F10-FO keys
defined at OA44-0A5F. He sent a complete table of his
patches, a bit too long to run here, but I'll send a
copy to anyone who wants it.

Meanwhile, Douglas Baker in Wilt.on, CA, got a new
ROM chip (Rev. 1.9) and BIOS (Rev. 2.0) through
Silicon Valley Surplus in Oakland. Now he finds that
KEY.COM doesn't work properly with NeWWord and
Telecom. With NW, it returns momentarily to the On
Screen Menu and then performs the function. "Slows
things down, and is kinda annoying." With Telecom,
"Only the first letter in a string appears, but IT I
keep pressing the space bar, or any key, it will
complete the string one letter at a time."

Chester Katz also offers a soluti.on to Jay
Kingery, who wants to put a password on the menu in
his tom5. Remove the menu from the PROFlLE.SUB file
and install password protection on the menu file. "It
would make more sense to modify the menu file to
delete any programs to which he wishes to restrict
access. A nice trick is to delete certain programs
from the menu screens (such as PEARLOF and PEARLDR)
but leave them in the match command." There is a
built.-in password feature in CP/M 3.0, but Mr. Katz
warns not to use it with Pearl files, which are
incompatible with the CP/M password file structure.
"Once the password is installed, you will be forever
locked out of the user areas affected (take my word--I
found this out the hard way). It may be possible to
work around this problem with a default password (see
the Digital Research User's Guide), but try i.t out on
a floppy and not the hard disk. II

Mr. Katz has some questions of his own. "Has

anyone written a generic program to activate the
DEVICE command ofCP/M 3.0? The M05 and MOll manuals
state that the auxiliary port is not supported. If
you try to use the DEVICE command, you are shunted to
a trap program that tells you the function is not
implemented. My motive for wanting to use the aux
port is that my MD5's serial port will not recognize a
busy signal from the printer, forcing me to use a very
low baud rate. I suspect that SETUP could be easily
modi£ied."

Priscilla E. Muller of the Hispanic Society of
America in New York City suggests a Spanish language
spelling checker for Roberto Villarreal: "Escribie'n"
from !hersoft, P.O. Box 3455, Trenton, NJ 08619,
609/890-1496. Ms. Muller would also like to find a
user's group in the New York area.

Rick Graham II of Sylmar, CA, is using Quest. on
an M03. ''When we frrst tried to delete a one-time
customerfrom our Accounts Receivable, we got an error
message. I called the people at Quest and they
admitted it was a bug, but a low priority bug. Do any
readers know about this or how to correct it?"

Frank Sokar at 1327 S. Main St., Elkhart, IN
46516, would like help getting MEX.COM running on his
MOll under CP/M 3.0, using the auxilliary port. He
has Crosstalk running on the aux port (which frees the
printer port and does away with the need for a switch)
and would be happy to help others with that.

Michael G. Kellogg and David Lindberg in Concord,
CA, point out that the CP/M TYPE command will send a
file of control sequences to the terminal. After
preparing the file, enter at the A> "AUTO TYPE
<filename>" and the file will be sent to the terminal
onbootup. You can then erase AUTO.COM, and the total
overhead on the disk will be only 2K. "You can also
add text to the initialization file t.O provide mes
sages, instructions or options. This is particularly
useful on disks used by others, on disks with several
programs and for programs most often run with options
on the command line," they write. "Of course, you
still need SUBMIT.COM and/or PIP.COM to initialize the
printer or to initialize the terminal and load a
program."

They also report that NW Verso 2.xx (i.e., any
version beginning with "2") does have printer
initialization and uninitialization strings, labeled
ULINI and ULUNI, both accessible through Special
Patches Menu #3 of NWINSTAL. As near as I can find
out, these don't exist in the l.xx versions.

I have a question of my own. MY' Mite software
with the MM300 modem refuses to work in the answer
mode, although the auto-answer function of the modem
works fine in direct-connect mode. I'm wondering if
anybody else has this problem. Neither CTS nor
Mycroft Labs can offer any soluti.oni according to
Mycroft, the software sends no signals to the modem
when it goes into answer mode. a
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... a superb program accompanied by an exceptionally clear manual at reasonable cost.

- - Morrow Owners' Review, April/May 1986

The quality of the graphs produced by DataPlotter is better than anything I had seen before....
r highly recommend this program to anyone who needs to make high - quality graphs.

- - Profiles Magazine, 1985

"ILLI&lCDNDB

DataPlotterT'I
Line Graphs &Scatterplots $69
Bar Graphs & Pie Charts $69

~ (!~~:~/~~~!:;,
~ Add $3 shippinl!.

:Lark $8 outside liS and Canada.

SoftlVarT! T'I Specify type of Printer.
131 N. Leverett Rd.
Leverett, MA 01054 (413) 773-86R7 Visa. wc

No need for color monitor or graphics board.
Make graphs on dot matrix printers.

Easy to Use. No Pro~rammin~.

Coooput.... 1'I.m CP/M 2.2, 3, 80, or 86. MS-DOS or PC·DOS. ..
Excellent Manual. Most disk formats. :

"..
u

"~....

I 'I B 3SALES IN

D1.k Dr'tv•• 11.9%

Print .... 2:1.4~

Basic Business II .
MS-DOS or PCDOS

Inventory
• Up to 12 digit alphanumeric part numbering
• Supports standard! average! suggested resale costing methods
• Integrated with Sales and Purchase Order systems

Pi.rchase Order
• Maintains PO and Inventory files
• Prints confirming POs
• Prints price variance report by part number
• Maintains vendor purchase history

Order Entry & Sales Analysis
• Supports ordering and shipment of stock and non-stock items
• Handles partial shipments! cancellations / changes of any SO
• Automatic credit checking during SO entry / invoicing! billing
• Provides extensive sales analysis reporting
• Maintains MTD billing and booking totals
• Line item/total invoice discounts during SO entry and! or invoicing

Point of Purchase (optional)
• Entry of invoices posts to all pertinent modules
• Invoices stock / non-stock items
• Line item discount and tax application
• Verifies customer credit limits
• Supports cash/ check!credit card! paymenton account and returns
• Controls electronic cash drawer

General Information
• All modules are menu driven / password protected
• Unlimited data entry in all modules
• Prints hundreds of detailed management reports
• Superior documentation for ease of use
• Stock or preprinted forms available
• Supports user defined notes! comments on all forms
• All modules completely integrated

General Ledger
• Unlimited user defined Chart of Accounts
• Prints all standard financial reports
• Up to 99 user-defmed departments

Accounts Receivable & Billing
• Open item or balance forward
• Verifies customer credit limit at invoice entry
• Supports service or inventory billing
• Prepares customer statements with dunning notes
• Maintains full cash flow analysis
• Prepares mailing labels and customer lists

Accounts Payable
• Cash disbursement management for all vendors
• Supports hand written checks
• Automatically posts recurring invoices monthly
• User defined aging periods
• Prints vendor mailing labels and lists

Payroll & Job Costing
• Supports labor related job costing
• Maintains federal, state and local tax tables
• Handles vacation and sick leave time
• Prints W-2 forms and 941 information

Accounting and Business Management SoftWare
BASIC BUSINES"S

Advanced Color 00- Screen-Help Windows
with computerized indexing into the users manual

N ever again wonder what to do next, or
how to do it Basic Business is the only

advanced accounting system that provides a
complete windowed help and index system.
Answers to your questions are as close as the
touch of a key. .
Not another cigar box system, Basic Business
II offers features equivalent to those found in
systems costing hundreds more. Accounting
has never been easier or more complete.

eed less help? Considere the popular Basic
usiness 1 It has most of the features found in
asic Business II without the windows and
elp, and is u ward compatible should your
eeds chang
onsider the exibility of Basic Bus s. Yo

an generate over300 reports or use the optional
ase File Formats for ultimate information
thering and reporting. Transfer information
a database or spreadsheet program for total
tom reporting ability. Source code is also

ailable for those companies requiring
stomization orh .n s ecialized accounting

s.
mu dwar ments: 80 X 24 CRT.
K floppies, 132 column printer, 64K CP/M 2.x, 128K

S or S 2.0, PC!XT/AT or compatible.

laims and features listed i
and VISA welcome. Ad

les t
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Your Disk Drives:
To Clean or Not to Clean?

by Dave Grothe

Since its invention by IBM more than a decade
ago, the floppy disk drive has become the most common
mass storage device for microcomputers. And yet, many
microcomputer users are unaware of the best techniques
for keeping their drives in proper working order.

Floppy disk drives are designed to be reliable
and maintenance-free. In fact, the service manuals
for the Shugart SA200 (single-sided drive) and
SA455/465 (double-sided drive) both specify that
periodic maintenance is not required. In spite of
this fact, many manufacturers of computer supplies
produce--and vigorously market--floppy disk drive
head-cleaning kits. These kits are intended to remove
magnetic oxide residues that their manufacturers claim
build up on the disk drive's read/write heads after
many hours of contact between the heads and a rapidly
rotating floppy disk. But the virtues of these kits
are· dubious for a number of reasons.

First, the entire floppy disk drive syst.em is
designed to minimize loose dust., friction, media wear
and the build-up of oxides on the read/writ.e heads.
Inside each floppy disk is a lubricating. liner,
nestled between the mylar disk itself and the
protective vinyl jacket. The liner keeps the disk
lubricated so that it can rotate freely, and also
traps any loose dust or oxide particles so they won't
come between the mylar disk and the read/write heads.
Both the floppy disks and the read/write heads are
finely polished during their manufacture to produce a
low-wear interface.

second, even if trace amounts of magneti.c oxide
were to build up on the read/write heads, chances are
that it would not interfere with the operation of the
disk drive. The manufacturers of cleaning kits often
draw a parallel between the recording technology used
in floppy disk drives and the recording technology
used in consumer audio products, such as a stereo
cassettedeck. They imply that if the cassette deck's
record/playback heads require periodic cleaning to
preserve audio fidelity, then the floppy disk drive's
read/write heads should be cleaned regularly to
preserve the integrity of your data. But the fact i.s,
the two recording technologies--despite their outward
similarities--are qui.te different. The cassette deck
records analog signals, while the floppy disk uses
digital recording, a process that is largely immune to

Dave Grothe is a regular contributor to the Morrow
Owners' Review.

minor degradations in signal strength.

Third, and most important, it is possible to
damage a floppy disk drive by cleaning it improperly.
The greatest danger lies in using a wet process
cleaning kit with single-sided drives. Single-sided
drives, like the ones in an MD1 or MD2, have a small
load pad that gently presses against the bottom
surface of the mylar disk in order to keep the top
surface in contact with the read/write head. This
load pad is often made from a porous material. If it
absorbs any excess cleaning fluid, it can swell enough
to throw the read/write head out of alignment, causing
the drive to malfunction.

Double-sided drives are less susceptible to
damage from a cleaning kit because they don't have
load pads. Instead, one read/write head is mounted on
each side of the disk, and each head acts as a load
pad for the other. Even so, I don't recommend the
periodic use of cleaning kits on double-sided drives;
I'm a frrm believer in the sage advi.ce, "If it isn't
broken, don't fix it."

On the other hand, if your disk drive suffers a
genuine malfunction, and the problem cannot be traced
to operator error or a worn floppy disk, by all means
try cleaning the read/write heads before taking your
computer to the shop for repairs. You just mi.ght save
yourself a repair bill. And if you do clean your
drive's read/write heads, use a dry process cleaning
kit. It won't abrade the heads, but it will avoid
introducing potentially damaging cleaning fluids into
the interior of the drives. Dry process cleaning kits
are available from a variety of manufacturers; I
purchased one from Spite Software (4875 Southwest.
Nineteenth Drive, Portland, OR 97201; 800/824-7888).

Finally, the single most important factor
contributing to reliable disk· drive operation is the
use of quality media. All floppy disk brands are not
created equal. Some are definitely better than
others, and price is not always the best indicator.
For example, in a study published in the September
1984 issue of BYTE, Robert Rodine found that Nashua
brand diskettes, which now retail for about $1.00
each, had greater recorded signal strength and a more
highly polished disk surface than 11 other major
brands. These traits are important, inasmuch as
recorded signal strength affects the reliable recovery
of recorded data, and the degree to which the disk
surface is polished affect.s the rate of head wear. 0
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Unsqueaking Your Keys
by Ken Grymala

My keyboards get a real workout. About once a
year, I notice that some of my Keys are starting to
stick and--worst of all--they start squeaking. It
really drives me crazy when this happens, but luckily,
there's a simple solution.

When your keyboard keys start t.o squeak or stick,
it's not hard to unsqueak and unstick them. And
cleaning your keyboard can be a real eye-opener.
You'll be surprised at the junk that you'll find under
the keys--hair, dust and lots of other yuck!

I have an MDr50 (Liberty Freedom 50) and an
MDr60, and both have had sticky or squeaky keys at one
time or another. To unsqueak them, all you need to do
is l-i-g-h-t-l-y lubricate the key shafts.

A keyboard is made up of push-butt.on switches
soldered to a Printed Circuit (PC) board. Each switch
has a keycap that has the letter, function or number
engraved on it. The keycaps fit on the shafts of the
push-button switches. To lubricate the switch shafts,
the keycaps should be removed.

It is possible to remove the keycaps without
taking the keyboard apart, but I find it easiest to
take them off when the keyboard cover is not in the
way. Besides, taking the cover off gives you a chance
to clean out all the junk that has collected inside
your keyboard housing.

Figure 1. With the keycap removed, the switch
stem is exposed for lubrication.

For almost any keyboard, all you have to do is
remove the bottom screws, and the keyboard will come
apart into a top, a bottom and a keyboard. Make sure

Ken Grymala is a frequent contributor to and
columnist. for MOR.

your keyboard is disconnected before you start.

Once you have the case off, you should clean out
all the dust and other debris that has collected. You
can do this easily, using a soft-haired paintbrush and
a vacuum cleaner. Use the paintbrush as you would use
a broom, and suck up the dust and debris by holding
the vacuum cleaner hose about an inch away from the
brush.

To lubricate the keys, remove the keycaps. The
keycaps are very easy to remove, but be very careful
and pull only straight up. If you don't pull straight
up, you may break the switch shaft, and the switches
are not meant to be replaceable. [If you ever do
break a keystem, read Susan Parks' article on page 21
for ways to rePair it. --Ed.]

Before you start, make sure that you have a
diagram of where the keys belong. If you don't have
one, draw one, at least of the special keys like
backspace, delete, reset, etc.

Now you're ready to start removing the keycaps.
I find it easiest to start by removing about a dozen
keycaps at a time and working my way around the
keyboard.

You will need a spray lubricant such as WD-40 or
LPS-1. My favorite is LPS-1 because it. is lighter and
has less odor than WD-40. LPS products can be found
at most. industrial electronic stores and stores that
supply television repairmen. WD-40 can be found at
most hardware stores.

Even though I recommend spray lubricants, do not
spray the keys themselves. Instead, spray a cotton
swab and then rub the keystems with the swab. Too
much lubrication can at.tract dust and make matters
worse that they were. So don't over-lubricate!

Afteryou've lubricated each of the switch stems,
put the keycaps back on and re-assemble the keyboard.
If you do as much typing as I do, you'll be surprised
at how good the keyboard feels aft.er it is cleaned and
lubricated.

My keyboards get approximately 1,000 hours of
typing per year, and they only need lubrication and
cleaning about. once per year in an office of non
smokers. If you've got smokers or lots of dust, you
may need to do this more often. Adust. cover wouldn't
hurt either. a
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Write-Hand-ManTM Desk.Accessories.for CPJ'MTM
Multi-programmmg power!

The first desk accessory package for CP/M! The only desk
accessory package that can be augmented by the user! The
smallest desk accessory package for CP/M (as small as 3.5K).
~upports all CP/M 2.2 computers, many CP/M 3.0 computers,
and all ZRDOSTM systems.

Ted Silveira called Write-Rand-Man "Almost a Sidekick for CP/M"

Write-Rand-Man brings the power of multiprogramming to CP/M. No longer do you
have to leave Wordstar™ to do a few calculations or look up a phone number. Type a
single key on the keyboard and the Write-Rand-Man window pops open. Select one of
10 distributed applications or one of your own. When you have fmished, a single key
takes you back to Wordstar. Now includes a keyboard extender, cut and paste, and
complete program swap with near simultaneous execution of two CP/M applications.

Write-Rand-Man loads in the upper portion of your computer's memory and does not
interfere with your CP/M software in any way. Now you can have the power of
Sidekick™ on your CP/M machine. Stop using slips of paper for notes. Don't clutter
your desk with phonebooks, appointment calendars, and calculators. Clear the swamp
and get Write-Rand-ManTM to organize your desk.

Notepad: Edit notes with a subset of Wordstar. Phonebook: Look up and dial'phone numbers.
Each notepad page is 32 columns by 8 lines. Print phonebook pages. Holds 130 or 400
Jump to any page directly. Cut and Paste moves numbers. Print pages.
data into applications. Print pages.

Dir: View the directory of any disk.
Calendar: Make appointments and check next
week's schedule. Two week appointment book View: View text files. Cut data from the file
lets you plan your time. Print pages. and paste into your editor, spreadsheet, Notepad

or Calculator

Calculate: 14 digit, 4 function decimal Keys: Define and edit key macros. 8 keys may
calculator. Cut results and paste anywhere. be defined to generate strings of 15 characters.
Memory function saves results from use to use. Streamline your editor, data entry applications.

Swap: Swap out the actiye application and.~n Hex: 5 digit hexidecimal and decimal
any CP/M program. SWItch back to the onglnal calculator
application within seconds. Gives the image of .
multiprogramming on your 8 bit computer. ASCll: Displays full ASCII character table.

Put life back into your CP/M
computer. Get Write-Hand-Man.

$49 95 Plustax(CAresidents)
• Foreign add $5

No credit cards. COD add $2. Ship within
7 days. 30 day money back guarantee

Trademarks: Write-Rand-Man - Poor Person Software,
Wordstar - Micropro, Sidekick - Borland International,
ZRDOS - Echelon

Order Fonn: Mail to

Poor Person Software
3721 Starr King Circle Dept 221
Palo Alto, CA 94306 (415) 493-3735

Name

CP/M 2.2 Address -------
ZRDOS 0
CP/M 3.0 0 ZIP _

Disk Format _



MT70 Key Repair: Swab the Keyswitch
and Type On

by Lee McKusick

Have you spilled coffee on your keyboard? Have
some of your keys quit working? Is your keyboard
flaky when the humi.dity is high and the room is
cold?

If so, then maybe what you need is a keyswitch
cleaning. Although it sounds intimidating, cleaning
your keyswitches is not very difficult, can be done in
a short period of time (you can clean a key in five
minutes, which is helpful IT you are writing against a
deadline) and will save you money because you'll be
doing it yourself.

The keyswitches I cleaned were on the MT70
keyboard, also known as the "Zenith keyboard," which
was supplied with the MD3-P and other late models of
Micro Decisions. This method will not work on MDT60s
and MDT20s, though. [For cleaning MDT20 keyboards,
see the sidebar. --Ed.]

The MT70 keyswitches use a conductive rubber
bump that gently bridges two brass contacts. The
keyswitch fails when a light film of oil, oxide or
moisture covers the brass contacts, but you can fix it
by rubbing the brass with degreaser and a swab to
"degrease" the contacts.

Supplies Needed

A piece of dental floss or fishing line
(approximately 1 foot long) for liftjng off the
keycap.

A small kni£e or screwdriver with 1/8-inch blade
for releasing the latches on the sides of the
keyswitch.

Cotton swabs for WIpIng the switch contacts.
Test that your degreaser does not dissolve the
swabs.

A can of aerosol electronic contact degreaser
such as Chemtronics ElectrOWash C240, Radio Shack
Cleaner/Degreaser 64-2322 or Dick Smith Electronics
Spray Cleaner N-1051. Freon degreasers work best. but
cost. the most.. If you don't want t.o get a freon

Lee McKusick uses a Morrow MD3-P to learn comput.er
science. He hopes to make technical writing,
typesetting and programming in Pascal, dBase and C
his next career.

degreaser, you can try 98-percent denatured ethanol,
which is sold by some drug stores.

How to Clean a Keyswitch

Step 1: Remove the keycap.

The keycap is the part of the key that you press
when you type. It.'s sort of like a hat sitting on top
of the keyswitch.

Keycap

Moving Part of Keyswitch

Key Return Spring

upper Half of Keyswitch Body

Lower Half of Keyswitch Body

Figure 1. Exploded view of an MT70 key.

To remove most keycaps, loop dental floss or
fishing line underneath the keycap. Then draw the
keycap strai.ght up and off the keyswitch, being sure
to pull with equal pressure on both sides of the
line.
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Be careful when removing the space-bar, Return,
Enter, Control and keypad 0 keycaps, however, as these
have a wire bail that st.eadies the big keycap over the
keyswitch. To remove t.hese, draw the keycap straight
up gently, being sure not t.o bend the wire bail.

step 2: Expose the contacts.

The keyswitch is that black square gadget you
just exposed. Press it and see how the center part
with three legs moves. Isnlt that cute? (See Figure
1.)

Now look down around the center part and see the
gray rubber doughnut. That gray rubber doughnut is the
key return spring.

The underside of the gray doughnut is coated with
black conductive rubber. This conductive rubber
bridges two contacts in the bottom half of the
keyswitch. Good keyswitches show 80-200 ohms
resistance when pressed.

Now, to get to the contact, you must open the
keyswitch. To do this, you need to spread the latch
loops. These latch loops are difficult to see when
the switch is together, however.

Find the fine cracks marking the latch loops.
With a knife tip or small screwdriver, spread one
latch 1/16-inch (a tiny amount) and rock the upper
switch body up. Gently spread the other latch and rock
the other side up. Repeat until the upPer half of the
keyswitch body pops loose.

Figure 2. Arrows indicate
where the needle should be
inserted to remove the Caps
Lock and Enter keyswitches.

This works for all keys except. the Caps Lock and
Enter keys. You noticed how the center Part of the
exposed keyswitch had tbree legs? Well, the fourth
comer is a cutout for a keylight, and there are
keylights under the Caps lOck and Enter keys. These
two keys cannot be opened by unlatching the upper half
of the keyswitch body, as you did with the other keys.
Here, you must. slide a needle down each of the three
legs and unhook the moving part from the keyswitch
body by pushing down. (See Figure 2.) Itls a little
like removing a fish-hook from your mouth.

Step 3: Clean the cont.acts.

Now wash all keyswitch parts with degreaser. Rub
the brass connect.ors with degreaser and the swab.

It seems that rubbing the brass connectors with a

Cleaning the
MT20 Keyboard
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* Sorry Visa/Mastercard Not Accepted *

39267 Liberty Street
Fremont, Ca. 94538

(415) 792-7945

swab is essential to fixing the switch. I suggest.
rubbing only; no abrasion and no polishing. And I
recommend that you resist the temptat.ion to fuss with
the conductive rubber doughnut..

Now, wait until all the keyswitch parts are dry.
Once they are, you can re-assemble the keyswitch. To
do so, line up the keyswitch light holes (the holes on
the fourth comer) and press the upper half of the
keyswitch body down until the latches close.

Then test. the switch. Some keyswitches, for
reasons unknown, require cleaning twice. a

FAUGHr
CWA~INC.

OFFERING:

SALES

SERVICE

SUPPORT

AND ••.

SOFTWARE

A
FULL

SERVICE
COMPANY

Hardware, Software and

Supplies

YES! We still service

Morrow Micro Decision

Call us for our reasonable

rates for training and

support contracts

Even if we have to

write it!!!

~PDSCCBRINGS YOU MORE FOR YOUR MORROW---....

We'll Convert Osborne SD Software at Only $2 Per Program

T he original Public Domain Software Copying Company recently bought 80% of Osborne Computer Corporation's software stock in a liquidation auction.
As a result, we can now offer commercial-grade software to Morrow users-at prices far below normal wholesale. Check out these great deals:

Clas. A
$17.00
each

Cia•• 0
$28.00
each

ClassC
$39.00
each

Cia•• D
$95.00
each

CI••• E
$125.00

Other
Good
De.l.

Terms

Documate piUS-indexes and builds table of contents. Deadline-solve murder game. laRK-I-Adventure game.
Enumerator-adds line numbering to text fileslWordstar.
Grammatick-checks grammar/syntax. Footnote-for text files/books. Math-adds calculator to W.S.

StartPac-tape tutorial intro to CP/M WS, Scalc, Basic. Forth v2.O-complete language for programming. DBase 11 tutorial set. Disk Doctor-repair kit for crashed files
Mailman-for lists. Spellguard-corrects.

SuperSort-easy data manager, very capable.
Personal Datebook. Wordpac: writer's packages for use with Wordstar, Orig. $295.00 including Grammatick Spellguard, Math, Documate plus, Footnote. DataStar.
Real Estate Mgr. SuperCale. MBASIC. BASCOM (No Manual). FORTRAN Personal Pearl-menu driven database manager, already set up.

Osborne 1 5 Pac including Microsoft BASIC, SuperCalc, and Wordstar v2.24 with Manual-Complete text editor. Any 3 of class C, or 4 of class B, or 8 of Class A.
Spanish, French and German Versions of Wordstar. Only English Manuals.

Executive set: Wordstar, Supercale, C/MBASIC, CP/M 3.0, Personal Pearl. All titles are copyrighted by their respective publishers.

OSB: Gray Owner's Guide, Wordstar, Scale, BASIC, $20. Executive 4-pak Books $50. Please ask about PDSCC's quantity/dealer prices.
We maintain a complete library of CP/Mug and SIG/M Public Domain CP/M Software, at present about 90 meg/20,000 programs.
We also stock Public Domain libraries for TRS-2/CoCo, Commodore 64/I28Nic-20, Apple II, Macintosh and IBM-PC/Compatibles.

Above prices do not include conversion fee. We will not be undersold. All sales are final; damaged disks will be replaced. All tirles are copyrighted by their respective publishers.
If you don't see it, ask.

USE OUR NEW TOLL·FREE NUMBER: 1·800·221·7372
We accept all major credit cards.

Please Advise (Card #) ~Amt. Ene. _

Name/Phone/Computer _

Address/Zip _

THE PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE COPYING COMPANY
33 GOLD SmEET, NEW YORK CITY 10038 212/732·2565
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The Two Best Ways to Repair Your
Broken MDT20 Keystem

by Susan Parks

It's been a few years since I first laid my hands
on a microcomputer keyboard. Our school district held
summer in-service training for the purpose of
acquainting principals with microcomput.ers and their
uses in schools. The computers were TRS-80s, most of
them tape-driven. Apple had not yet donated its free
computer to every school, and most of the computers
came with 16K. I saw my first "floppy" and was
treated to a demonstration of VisiCalc "crunching"
nUmbers, although at that time I didn't know that
diskettes were called floppies and that numbers could
be crunched. Before the morning ended, I was happily
computing away, silently figuring out how to convince
my husband that we really just had to have a computer
at home.

One of the selling points of a microcomputer for
home use was its relative indestructibility. Wishing
to allay our fears, our instructor showed how it was
"impossible" to destroy or even damage the computer.
He banged, whapped, hit, knocked and thunked that
computer, even banging on and dropping the keyboard
right before our very eyes; fearing the worst, we
winced with every blow. ''You cannot hurt this," he
assured us, and because that microcomputer worked
after its rude treatment, it appeared that he was
right.

Unfortunately, he had never met our 4-year-old
granddaughter, Megan Kate. Megan broke a key off our
Morrow MDT20 keyboard, and she wasn't even using the
computer at the time.

Megan was talking with Great Grandma, using the
phone atop the modem, which sits on a triangular
corner shelf above the MD3's monitor. Our kids, ages
11 and 14, like to use that particular phone; the
stool is comfortable, and it i.s away from the kitchen
and laundly room, meaning it is somewhat away from
parents, too! Our teenager dialed the phone and,
after talking a bit, gave the phone to Megan. Before
anyone could blink, Megan said, ''Want to talk with
Great Grandma?" and ran across the room with the
receiver. Needless to say, the phone pulled off the
modem and crashed down to the keyboard. The damage
was a broken keystem, the letter "C." Fortunately, it
was a clean break--no tiny chips to recken with.
Naive as I was, I thought. I'd just get it fixed the

Susan Parks is an elementary school principal who is
looking forward to two things--finishing her
dissertation and vacation in July!

following week. Was I wrong!

After calling computer repair businesses in the
Yellow Pages, we finally found someone who was willing
to look at it. We were told that he would need to
keep the keyboard for a couple of weeks and that he
wasn't sure about parts, anyway. As we were leaving,
his wife told us quietly that sometimes they just
glued the keys anyway. Why didn't we try that? That
seemed simple enough, and it did work for four months.
Then, the key started sticking once in a while,
filling the screen with CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCs until I could get it unstuck.
This was annoying and awkward. Finally, it
stucccccccccccck once too often. I took the keycap
off. Either the glue hadn't held or I hadn't matched
the pieces exactly (the more likely problem). It was
at this point that I again decided to try to get it
repaired.

The town in which I live has nearly 100,000
residents and many business~s, including computer
related light industry; it is also adjacent to Los
Angeles. Surely someone in the area could/would fix
my keyboard. I called 32 b~sinesses, starting with
the business that sold me my Morrow; they do only
warranty work and gave no referrals to other repair
sources. Most others wanted only maint.enance
contracts with businesses; individuals weren't
lucrative enough for them. Some only worked on IBMs;
some repaired only Apples. Others would only attempt
the keyboard if I had other work done, like a drive
head alignment. Only five were willing to consider
the job. Estimates for repair ranged from $25.00 to
$300.00.

Of the five, one was ruled out because of the
outrageous quote (I even checked to make sure he had
underst.ood I was talking about one key). Another
sounded fine; but when I took my keyboard in, he said,
"Nope, you have white keys, not black keys. I can't
help you." Others would fix it but wanted con
siderable amounts of time and money; one place said it.
was a nuisance repair job.

But there was one person (and he's not even
really in t.he business of home microcomputer repair;
he primarily repairs compugraphic equipment) who
act.ually wanted to help! Jeff Clark of Pacifi c
Microsyst.ems even made a "house call." He also
brought. two other keyboards with him to demonstrate
some of the differences in the key units, called
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switches. He did not have a replacement keyswitch,
but he did fix the broken "c" and took time to show me
what was needed, step by step. It could be done by
someone at home, depending on how steady you are with
things like this.

But before trying his replacement method, which
involves soldering and desoldering, you might want to
try gluing the stem first. After all, my glue job
lasted four months, and a colleague just recently told
me that his glued keystem has held for three years
now. Remember, super glue holds elephants on tele
vision, so I suspect a glued keystem should hold
forever i£ done exactly right.

To Glue Your Keystem

1. Clean both ends of the broken keystern, using
alcohol on a cotton swab. Don't allow the alcohol
to drip into the inner workings.

2. Use a gel-type super glue. It is easier to work
with, giving you greater control and less risk of
dripping glue.

3. Read the instructions on the glue package. Gel
type glues usually have a coverage of one drop per
one square inch. Don't use too mUCh.

4. Make a circle of masking tape with the sticky side
facing outward. Stick this tape firmly to your
keycap.

Figure 1. Masking tape
(with the sticky side
facing out) can be used
to hold the keycap in
place while gluing the
broken keystern.

5. Hold the key by sticking your finger on top of the
tape on the keycap. (See Figure 1.) Then,
position the key on the keystem, using the glue
according to package directi ons. Hold until set.

6. leave the tape on the key until the glue is
completely set (but you can remove your finger-
carefully!). Try leaving the tape on overnight,
just to be sure.

If this method doesn't work for you, though, or
i£ you are more mechanically inclined than I am, you
might want to try Jeff Clark's system. Because we
could not locate a replacement keyswitch, his method
of fixing the key involves substituting the keyswitch
from another key on your keyboard. (I used the F1
key, as it gets virtually no use by me.) If you're
luckier than I was and can locate a replacement
keyswitch, though, his method will show you how to
install it. [Replacement key switches can be
purchased at Silicon Valley Surplus, see p. 9. --Ed.]

To ReI?lace Your Keystem

For this repair, you will need: a soldering
iron, one blade and one Phillips screwdriver, a steady
hand, and either a desoldering tool or desoldering
brai.d. Here's how to do it:

1. Unplug your computer!

2. Detach the keyboard.

3. set the keyboard upside-down on an old soft cloth
or newspaper on a firm work surface.

4. Remove the four screws on the back. Lift the keys
and board out of the casing.

5. Remove the screws holding the keys and board to
the rest of the casing. You may need to remove
screws from a metal plate holding the cord in
place.

6. At this point you are ready to begin the actual
repair. First, you will need to remove the broken
keyswitch from the board. This unit has two flat,
metal prongs that plug into the board and are
soldered to the back side of the board. Before
you turn the unit over so the soldered side is up,
be sure you determine which soldering belongs to
the key you want to remove. Don't operate on the
wrong keyswitch!

7. Now, desolder the keyswitch's two prongs. This
step takes the most skill. Jeff had desoldering
braid, but, instead, he used a desoldering tool, a
vacuum plunger. After using a soldering iron to
heat the solder, he then sucked up the liquid
solder in the vacuum plunger, keeping i.t from
running or smearing on the board. When this step
is complete, turn the keyboard over so the keys
are facing up.

8. Now, having removed the solder, you can work on
extricating the keyswitch. The unit sits in a
square hole and is held firmly in place by two
plastic "wings" or phlanges. (See Figure 2.) To
remove the switch, squeeze the wings together and
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lift the unit. When we did this, it took patience
and a screwdriver to gently lift the edges of the
switch, which then unplugged from the board. Be
careful not to break something else while doing
this. Take your time and pry gently as needed,
perhaps giving yourself more worY-.ing room by
liftjng off several of the surrounding keycaps.

Figure 2. Arrows indicat.e the two plastic
phlanges that hold the keyswitch in place. The
desoldered keyswitch can be removed by squeezing
these phlanges and lifting.

At this point, jf you've bought a replacement
keyswitch, skip to Step 10. Otherwise, proceed to
Step 9.
9. Repeat. this procedure with the keyswitch of your

choice. Remove its keycap by lifting up; it.
should lift easily. Then, following Steps 6-8,
desolder and remove it from the keyboard.

10. Now place your replacement keyswitch (whether
bought. or ''borrowed'' from elsewhere on your key
board) in the spot from which you removed the
broken keyswitch. Carefully plug it into the
board. After it is plugged in, solder it, using
the other soldered keyswitches on the board as
your model. When that's done, put on its keycap-
and the key is fixed!

If you "borrowed" the switch from another key,
this leaves you with a hole in your keyboard; but it
should function properly without replacing the
keyswitch. If you want to fill in the hole, though,
you can either wait and get a new switch or put the
broken keyswitch there, giving it the old gluing
technique.

In closing, Jeff Clark has indicated that he
would be happy to t.alk with anyone needing help as
long as it's understood that. home computers are not
the main area of his business expert.ise. You can
reach him at Pacific Microsystems, 805/522-9108. D
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Auction at Morrow
by Sypko Andreae

One day George Morrow announced the
birth of his new company--Intelligent
Access, Inc.--and the next day rumors flew
about a Morrow auction. Then it was
official:

By Order of Secured Creditor

PUBLIC AUCTION
COMPLETE LIQUIDATION
MORROW. DESIGNS, INC.
800 McCormick Street

SAN LEANDRO, CA

TUESDAY, JUNE 24
11:00 A.M.

Union Bank of Los Angeles, which had
taken control after Morrow filed Chapter 11
for reorganization under federal bankruptcy
laws several months ago, still had to re
cover nearly $5 million. People in the know
estimated that the auction might bring in $2
million, more likely less. Who would come
to buy the remnants of what was once a
flourishing company? Where would it all go? It seemed worth
while to go and take a look.

Signs on yellow notepad paper showed the way inside the
Morrow plant: "Sale starts here ->." By 11 a.m. there was a
small crowd assembled in Morrow's former manufacturing hall.
Everyone was leafing quickly through the 11-page auction cata
log that listed over 700 lots, with a short description of what
was in each lot. All of the hardware was laid out on tables
and benches, an overwhelming amount: rows of ADM-20 terminals,
stacks of MT70 terminals, which had been so hard to find up
till now. How did Morrow hold on to all this stuff so long?

Everything went under the hammer: tool boxes, soldering
irons, test equipment, Tektronics scopes, old pivots (model Is;
there were no pivot lIs anywhere), about 60 MD3s--with or
without MT70 terminals--in lots of one or four or eight. One fellow from the Midwest bought all of the MD3s at
an average cost of $225; not bad. I got his business card thinking that I might refer MD3-seeking MOR sunscrib
ers to him, but he said all those MD3s were already spoken for.

The MD5s, with or without MT70 terminals, fetched amazingly high prices. At first they sold for about
$550, with terminal; then,· as the hours passed, a true MD5 frenzy set in and the price went up and up until the
last lot of MD5s--without terminal--sold for $750 each!
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There were MP200 and MP100 printers, all kinds of lesser-known software packages, an IBM PC/XT, a Sol com
puter, rows and rows of MD3-Ps, and even MD2s with ADM-20 terminals, software and manuals that went for $175
total. Don't you wish you had been there to pick up a little something? If you had wanted to bid, you had to
be fast. The auctioneer was quick and sold things in the wink of an eye. Of course, he had to hammer away over
a thousand lots in a single day.

After the benches, shelves and forklifts were sold, the crowd of some 100 buyers moved to the cafeteria.
The auctioneers, stately sitting in their tall lectern on wheels, were slowly pushed along.. There was great
interest. in the microwave oven. Some Japanese gentlemen, whom I had all along suspected of coming to buy every
pivot in sight, bought the entire set of chairs and tables instead.

Then it was back to
the hall again, where a
loud argument was in
progress. "He's swapping
my good probes for his
bad ones!" shouted an
indignant Tektronics buy
er. The auction stopped,
the movable auctioneers'
throne was wheeled to the
spot of the commotion and
the chief auctioneer tur
ned jUdge, using the same
firm gestures he had used.
all day. Soon all was
settled. He gave a stern
warning that no one touch
any more of the equip
ment. The aucti.on crew
made barriers around all
the "items-sold" areas
with long ribbons of sur
plus stickers that read
"Defective equipment, do
not ship," which made a
few jaws drop.

Where have all the
sPare parts gone? Most
of the items were spread

around the globe. They went to irldi
viduals, computer stores, repair shops,
junk yards. Later I checked with Brian
Whitt.aker, owner of Silicon Valley Sur
plus, so far the Morrow owner's best
source for parts. He told me with pride
that he had gotten most of the spare
parts and could supply Morrow users for
a long time to come.

And what about complete tvlorrow
systems? Look for small ads to appear
soon in classified. ad sections all over
the Bay Area and beyond. The asking
prices will be double the prices paid at
the auction and will still be utterly

reasonable for what you get. Years ago George Morrow lamented that Personal computers cost far too much and
should be about the price of a TV set. That time has come now, albeit a little earlier than he expected.

Morrow's doors were closed. forever a few days after the auction. The Coldwell Banker "Available" sign went
up. The last of the 11 remaining Morrow employees were terminated. Now it is just us, some 30,000 Morrow
users, with this magazine to support some 4,000 of us. We'll just keep going. We know we have decent machines
that will run for years. n
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TOOLS FOR TYROS

by Mike Allen

A note before I proceed with the column: I have
been under-whelmed by mail. This column is based on a
two-way information flow. I need to know what yo want
to know. Also, I need to know i£ what I'm doing is
right. please, people, let me or MOR know how I'm
doing!

OK, ever onward. In the last column I said that
we would explore memory, I/O and CP/M a little more.
I'm afraid that there is no way to do this without
some understanding of the binary number system. I'll
try to make it as painless as possible.

Computers deal in numbers. Even the characters
displayed on your terminal are numbers to the
computer. The basic number that a computer uses is a
binary digit, or a "bit." A bit can have only two
values: 1 or 0, on or off, yes or no, etc. Eight of
these bits are combined to form a "byte."

In order to understand how this works, let's
learn how to count to 255 using only eight fingers.
Pull out a felt-tipped pen and label your finger-nails
as shown in Figure 1. Don't bother to label your
thumbs.

Now add up all the numbers on your fingers. 255,
right? Curl all your fingers down. You don't see any
numbers. That's zero. Hold up the fingers on your
right hand. Add up the numbers. I hope you got 15.
Try only the little fingers of each hand. Adds up to
129. By using di£ferent combinations of fingers, you
can get any number between 0 and 255. Each finger
represents a ~, and both hands represent a ~.

Send your questions and comments to Mike Allen, c/o
MOR, P.O. Box 5487, Berkeley, CA 94705, or c/o
Westinghouse, 7121 Standard Drive, MS 6080B, Hanover,
MD 21076.

(One hand would represent a nybble. Ain't that cute.)
The little finger of your left hand is called the Most
Signi£icant .Bit (MSB), and the little finger of your
right hand would be the Least Significant Bit (18B).
The 18B is also known a bit 0 and the MSB as bit 7.
Bits 1 through 6 are those in between.

The CPU in the MDs (a Zilog Z80) deals with 8-bit
data. Data are stored, input and output in bytes.
Instructions for the Z80 are in the form of one or
more bytes. Your terminal, printer and modem all work
with 8-bit bytes. So do your disk drives.

As you remember, the CPU operates on instructions
stored in memory. The memory in your MD is Random
Access Memory (RAM) • What this means is that all
those bytes of memory are organized like a bunch of
mail boxes. If you know the address of one of those
boxes, you can retrieve the byte that is in that box
or put a new byte in it. Putting a new byte into the
box will destroy the old byte that was there.

Addresses, too, must use binary numbers.
However, eight bits of address would only give us 256
bytes of memory. We couldn't do much with that. (It
is amazing what you can do with small memories,
though. My first computer only had 1,024 bytes of
memory.) So, for addressing purposes we use 16 bits
(two bytes). This gives us 65,536 bytes of
addressable memory. "Wai.t. a minut.e," someone says.
"An MD3 has 64K of memory. 'K' is short for kilo,
which means 1,000. Where did the extra 1,536 bytes
come from?" Weeeell, it is confusing. Us electronic
types are used to ordering a 1K-ohm resistor and
getting a 1,000-ohm resistor, not a 1,024-ohm
resistor. As it turns out, 1,000 is not a nice, even
binary number; 1,024 is. So, someone (damned i£ I
know who) decided that "K" in computerese would mean
1,024 and not 1,000. If you take 65,536 and divide it
by 1,024, you get 64, 64 computer-K of memory. (Atari
i.s fighting this. Their 520-ST has 512 computer-K of
memory, which is 520+ normal-K.)

OK, let's summarize. Data (and this is a general
classi£ication; data include programs, charact.ers and
numbers) are stored in memory in chunks of eight bits.
The addresses of each of these chunks use 16 bits.
There are two basic connections between the CPU and
memory: 16 bits of address and eight bits of data.
These are referred to as the "address bus" and the
"data bus." There are actually 24 copper paths on the
printed circuit board between the CPU and the memory
for these buses.

Now, how i.s this memory used? Remember that your
operating system (CP/M) is always loaded and running.
The bottom 256 bytes (1/4 K) of memory is reserved for
CP/M. Also, the top 9K is used by CP/M. If we
subtract this 9-1/4 K from the total of 64K, we have
54-3/4 K left for us to use. Your applications
program will use part of this memory, and the
remainder can be used for data. You guys with the
hard disk MDs have 128K to play with. Things get a
little tricky there since your CPU isn't capable of
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Figure 1.

Enough on memory for right now. How do we get
data in and out of the computer to the peripherials?
well, that's what the I/O is supposed to accomplish.
There are two basic types of I/O: parallel and
serial. The hard disk MOs and the Rev. 2 floppy MOs
have two serial and one parallel I/O channels. The
Rev. 1 floppy MOs only have the two serial channels.
These I/O channels are referred to as "ports." I am
ignoring the disk I/O since most of us will never be
aware of it anyway.

A parallel port is one where all eight bits are
transferred at once. There will actually be a wire
for each bit that is sent or received. This tends to
be the fastest kind of I/o.

addressing more than 64K. The operating system (CP/M
3.0, also known as CP/M Plus) swaps chunks of memory
back and forth, fooling the CPU into thinking that it
is only addressing 64K. This is called ''bank
switching." Kinda like having the same P.O. Box
number in several different ZIP codes.

A serial I/O port is one where the data is sent
out or received one bit at a ti.me on the same wire.
The speed at. which the data is transferred is called
the "baud rate" (named after Baudot, the guy who
invented the original teleprinter code). A baud is
really a bit per second. So 1,200 baud is 1,200
bits/sec. Serial I/O is a little more complicated
than just squirting out the eight bits. The device on
the other end of the channel needs to know when the
byte starts and stops. Two more bits are added for
this pUI:J?Ose: the start bit and the stop bit. So to
get eight bits of data transferred, we actually
transfer 10 bits. Hence the actual data transfer is a
little slower than the baud rate. At 300 baud, you
would actually be transferring 240 bits of information
per second.

1/0 is a little more complicated than what I have
described. There is also ''hand-shaking.'' For
instance, if we send data to the printer, the computer
needs to know that the printer is ready to receive the
data. There are many methods of hand-shaking. One of
the simplest is just another wire that goes in the
opposite direction of the data, which tells the
sending device that the receiving device is ready.
This is used on both serial and parallel ports.
Another method, commonly used on serial ports, is to
make the port bidirectional. This means that the port
can send and receive data. Data are sent out until
the receiving device sends a special character to the
sender. Then the sender stops until another special
character is sent by the receiver that says, "I'm
ready for more data." The common characters used for
this are a Control-Q, called XON, and Control-S,
called XOFF. This system is often referred to as an
"XON/XOFF protocol."

I snuck a new term in that last. paragraph--a
control character. All this means is that you hold
down the "CNTRL" key on your keyboard and then press
another key at the same time. So to send a Control-S

you would press the "CNTRL" key and the "5" key at the
same time. This is commonly represented in text as
the letter preceded by a caret. So a Control-S would
be shown as "....5." As an aside, you remember that I
said that the computer treated characters as numbers.
The number that represents a Control-S is 19, "5" by
itself is 83 and "s" is 115.

What. are the ports on our MOs used for? Well,
there is always one port assigned to the terminal.
This is a serial port that runs at 9,600 baud. It
uses XON/XOFF protocol. The second serial port is for
you to use as you see fit. If you have a Rev. 1
machine, this is the only other port you have, and it
most. likely will be hooked up to your printer. You
can also connect it to your modem, but to do that
you'd have to disconnect the printer. The speed and
hand-shaking method would depend on the device you
were connecting to.

If you have a Rev. 2 or a hard disk MO, then you
have a parallel port to play with. Most. likely,
you'll have this port hooked to your printer. Most
printers come with what is called a "Centronics
parallel port." This was the interface used early on
by the Centronics printers, which were the first
widely used printers that used parallel data
transfers. This interface has now been adopted as a
standard by the industry. Our MOs with parallel ports
are all set up as Centronics parallel. That leaves
the second serial port. The most. common use is for a
modem, although I have seen a second printer connected
to it. This is a nice way to switch between a fast
but not pretty printer for getting draft copies and a
slow but pretty printer for the final copy.

I'm running out of space and I haven't said much
about CP/M, nor have I talked about the STAT command
that I asked you to try. Next issue, I'll give you
the answers to that STAT command project I gave you
last month. a
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Keeping Your System Alive:
Minor Crises and How to Prevent them

by Ken Grymala

If your computer system hasn't already failed,
you are very fortunate. We've got two complete
computer systems, and in the past. four years we've had
about four serious failures and a number of less
serious failures.

I'm probably more fortunate than most computer
owners since I'm an engineer, I have a full set of
technical manuals and I have lots of test equipment
right. in the same area as our comput.ers.

Even so, when something dies, my first. reaction
is full-scale panic. And inevitably, the computers
have failed at the most. inopportune times.

Cables

One problem that we've had, and that I know a lot
of other people have had, is with cables.

A good friend called me in great. distress one
night. to t.ell me that he moved his MD5 and printer
from his home to his office, and that he no longer
could print.

Luckily for him, he just had the connector on
upside down. This is very easy to do if you are using
the parallel printer port. The connector on the
computer is a symmetrical edge connector that allows
you to put the connector on right-side up, or upside
down.

If this should happen to you, and you are not
sure whether the connector is on correctly, just
reverse it. The connector has a t.errible physical
design, but you'll cause no electrical damage if you
put it on upside down.

Broken wires inside the cable or connector
are another very common problem, especially if you do
very much cable swapping or cause other cable stress.
We have this problem with the RS-232 cables in our
office several times per year, because we are always
reconfiguring something. One of t.wo things usually
happens: either the wire breaks right at. the pin, or
the pin gets pushed in or bent.

The best way to test for defective connectors or

Ken Grymala is a regular contribut.or to and columnist
for MOR.

cables is to have a second cable. A second cable,
whether you make it yourself or purchase a pre-made
one, is a cheap mental stabilizer when your system
quits because of a bad cable.

Preventing Problems

There are some things you should watch out for
and a number of simple things you can do to provide a
long and happy life for your computer.

One of the biggest culprits is heat. Make sure
your computer, terminal and printers are in well
ventilat.ed areas. If they're in a dusty area or if
you've got smokers around the comput.ers, it is well
worth your while to pull the covers off at least once
a year and clean out. dust and grime.

Dust and grime prevent air from circulating
around inside the comput.er. They also can act as an
insulator on components that should be kept cool.
Heat. stresses are probably t.he biggest killer of
electronic equipment..

The easiest way to clean out the dust and grime
is with a new soft-bristled paint brush and a vacuum
cleaner. The area that is most affected by heat. is
the power supply. Keep its louvers clean, or it will
die.

If you have sticky grime in your computer, spray
a little household cleaner on a soft cloth and wipe it
clean. Don't spray the computer directly.

Lightning is a big computer killer in the south
eastern part of the country, where we live. From May
through August we can expect storms several afternoons
per week.

Don't trust the surge protectors on your AC power
line to completely control the problem. They help,
but lightning is very destructive. Lightning can kill
your surge protectors; and, worst of all, not all
problems come through the AC line.

For instance, our MD2 and our Okidata printer
were victims of lightning last summer, and they
weren't even plugged in! We have about a 20-foot
cable between the MD2 and the print.er. When lightning
hit about 50 yards away, the cable acted like an
antenna and killed the RS-232 drivers and receivers in
the computer and the printer. It also destroyed other
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things in our home that werenlt connected
directly to the AC fX)wer lines.

The safest fX)licy during lightning
storms is to unplug the AC lines and any
long cables you may have.

Anotherbit of protection is to make
sure that your computer equipment (or
even your TV or other electronic equip
ment) is not on the same AC breaker or
fuse line as any electric motor.
Examples of electric motors are refrig
erators, air conditioners, electric lawn
mowers, etc.

If a motorized device should over
load the breaker, you no longer have the
loading and regulating effects of the
power line. The damage occurs when the
breaker opens and the voltage to the
electric motor is suddenly cut off. When
this happens, the motor produces a very
large "counter" voltage, which can cause
severe damage to electronic equipment.
Surge protectors mayor may not help.

Disk Drives

People always ask me how often they
should clean their disk drive heads. I
generally only recommend disk drive
cleaning when there are smokers near the
computer or when you start having disk
read errors.

I have never cleaned the heads on
our computers; but if you feel that you
must., buy a cleaning kit that is sold
under one of t.he diskette manufacturerls
names.

If you are having read errors and
cleaning doesn I t do the trick, there is a
good chance that your drive is out of
alignment, or it may have an electrical
problem. Drives can be repaired, some
times inexpensively, sometimes not..

But they are easy to replace. The
drives used in Morrow and most other CP/M
computers were all standard 13/4-height"
or 11/2-height" 40-track drives. New
drives can generally be purchased for
between $75 and $125. If you stick with
the standards such as Shugart, Tandon,
Teac and other large manufact.urers, they
are plug-for-plug compatible with one
another.

Last Gasp!

Donlt forget to make sure it's
plugged in. a

Checks & Balances will unscramble your checkbook by:
Keeping a full year at a time
Reconciling your bank statement
Flagging missing or duplicated checks
Writing checks with your computer
Allowing for automatic teller machine transactions
Single entry format-fast, easy use for home or small business
Easy-to-remember English commands and full-screen editing

Get organized for Uncle Sam
Enter check or CAS H transactions
Transactions may be divided to multiple accounts
Track travel and mileage for your deductions
Reports combining multiple checkbooks
Net worth, profit/loss, income/expense reports
Keeps a full year-calendar or fiscal-with no closing at the

end of a month. You can enter that shoebox of receipts
for the year on April 14 to beat the deadline!

Generate reports for all or part of the year anytime

Plus it contains a rolodex for names and addresses so you may use
window envelopes with checks or print mailing labels, rolodex
cards or envelopes. .

ONLY $74.95 • 30-day money back guarantee
Not copy protected!

BOWLING LEAGUE SECRETARY
Written by Patrick Lajko of CDE-a bowler with a high of 287, he knows what a
league secretary needs. The Secretary computes averages, handicaps (5 different
ways) and maintains high, scratch and HDCP games, team standings, and it even
tells you what lane to bowl on! Complete printed reports. Enter the scores, it does
the rest. Free updates for one year. Not copy protected. For CP/M-80 or MS-DOS
and PC-DOS. Price $89.95

UNBELIEVABLE PRICES ON IBM-XT COMPATIBLE
COMPUTERS WITH SOFTWARE

256K, 2 half-height floppies, keyboard, color graphics card with
monochrome monitor, serial, parallel, game ports. $989 .00
640K, 20 meg hard disk, 2 floppies, keyboard, RGB color monitor,
serial, parallel, game ports, 5151 keyboard. $1995.00

Ordering Information
Checks & Balances and Bowling Secretary system requirements-CP/M: 60K RAM
MS-DOS/PC-DOS: 192K RAM. All require 2 floppies or hard disk, or one floppy
with over 500K.
Check, Visa, MC accepted. $3 P&H per order. Outside USA $10 per
order, no COD. Computers shipped UPS surface rate.

CDE SOFTWARE • 948 Tularosa Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90026 • (213) 661-2031
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ANa? Desktop Publishing and Grap
h the arrival of more reasonably pri

laser printers and new software, deskt
publishing for CP/M machines is becoming
reality. The graphics capabili ty of our Mo
terminals is negligable, but graphics softw
for printers is great. What programs are Y'
familiar wi.th? How are you using deskt
publishing?

FEB/MAR8? Programming Languages
Perhaps you want to try a li ttle programming
your own? 3ut. what "language" to use? What is
a programming language, for that matter? .
ones are available for CP/M? Tips on
MBASIC, PILOT, Turbo pascal, not. to mention th
C compiler in its many versions. ' Is Fortran a
viable idea? What about. assembly language?

If you are interested in reviewing softwar
jndicate the need. or concept addressed by th
:rogram and how you will approach assess'
hether the prog:ram meets that ob . .

ALL WRITERS NOTE: If you are interested in
wribng for MOR, submit a proposal of one t
t.wo paragraphs, indicatjng how you 'wil
approach your t.opic and your rela
experience.

Bright Light, Inc.
520 Fellowship Road #C301
M1. Laurel, New Jersey 08054
(609) 778-0772

your MD-.2 Micro Decision computer is a, good
m~chm~, but Its old, slow, noisy single side disk
drIves Just don't hold enough data for your increased
data requirements. Don't scrap it, convert!

DOUBLE YOUR PLEASURE!

Backpack™

List Price: $150

Works like PI P -
right off the Command line!

• 380K' in 1-1/2 min. (CP / M Plus)
• 380K in 2-1/2 min. (CP/M-80)
• Selective backup / restore
• Utilizes user numbers
• Utilizes status bits like PIP

(R/O, SYS, Archive)

The easy and fast
HARD DISK BACKUP/RESTORE UTILITY

you have been waiting for!!!

Civil Computing will convert your MD-2 into a
~ore ~odern .MD-3 by replacing your old MD-2 single
sIde drIves wIth new, fast, quiet double side drives
and making the necessary software changes. '

Civil Computing has tried several brands of disk
drive and we've chosen Qume drives for every reason
except price. Qume drives aren't as cheap as some,
but they're are fast (6 m.s.), and much quieter than
the others, and made by ITT, a domestic company•

. Here's how we transform your aging MD-2 into the
eqUivalent of a modern, expensive MD-3 ...

• replace both drives with new Qume QT142 drives
• convert your single side CP/M to double side. '

Only $ 350.00 plus return shipping and applicable
sales tax on parts portion. Visa de M/C accepted.

a CIVIL 2111 RESEARCH DRIVE, SUITE I

(). . COMPUTING LIVERMORE, CALIFORNIA 94550

CORPORATION (415) 455-8086
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Controlling Electrostatic Damage
by Dave Grothe

While performing repairs on your Micro Decision
computer, it is important to keep in mind that it.
contains devices easily damaged by static electricity.
Some of the integrated circuits on the motherboard can
be damaged by a static discharge of as little as 200
volts. To put this in perspective, when you shuffle
across a carpeted room, touch a metal door knob and
see a tiny spark, you have experienced a static
discharge of at least 1,000 volts. However, no safety
hazard exists because the amount of current that flows
during the di.scharge is extremely small. If you have
a static charge of only 200 volts on your body, no
spark will occur when you discharge it, and you will
not be aware that you have just zapped one of the
components on your motherboard. Consequently, it pays
to take some simple precautions to avoid this kind of
damage.

The most effective way to prevent a static charge
from accumulating on your body is to wear a grounding
wrist strap. This device consists of a conductive
strap that is worn on your wrist like a watch or
bracelet. The strap is connected to a thin, insulated
wire that is grounded to a metal water pipe or the
safety ground socket on a grounded AC outlet. By
providing a conductive path to ground, even the
slightest static charge that accumulates on your body
is quickly bled off by the wrist strap, making it safe
for you to handle the static-sensitive components in
your computer. For safety, the wrist strap contains a
1 megohm resistor in series with the ground wire. The
resistor protects you from an electric shock hazard in
the event you accidentally touch a part of the
circuitry carrying high voltage.

If you don't have a grounding wrist strap or
can't obtain one, the next best alternative is to
touch the grounded metal chassis of the computer with
your hand every few minutes. This will discharge any
static that builds up; it just won't discharge it
continuously as the wrist strap would. Also, while
working on the mothemoard, handle it only by the
edges and avoid touching the metal leads of the
int.egrated circuits unless absolut.ely necesscu:y. If
you have to make some electrical measurements, touch
the tips of the instrument probes to the metal chassis
before making contact with the circuit.

Dave Grothe is an electrical engineer for Motorola in
Scottsdale, Arizona, who uses an MD3 for writing and
recreational programming.

Finally, a word of warning. Page 5-3 of the
Micro Decision Service Guide suggests moistening the
carpet with a spray bottle filled with water to help
prevent the build-up of static electricity. The
theory behind this suggestion is sound. Carpets are a
notorious source of static electricity and moisture
makes it difficult for a static charge to accumulate.
However, standing on a damp floor while working with
your hands inside a machine connected to 120 volts AC
could literally give you the shock of your life.
DON'T DO IT.

Instead, work. in a room without carpeting, wear a
grounding wrist strap or discharge your body by
frequently touching the computer's metal chassis, and
both you and your comput.er will survi.ve the repair
bench.D

YES, WE'VE GOT THE MORROW
INVENTORYI

AND OUR WARE OUSE IS FULL!
MORROW MD3 P.C.B ..•.. S 45·

CHECK: THE FEATURES ON THIS S.B.C.
o 64K: RAM 0 CENTRONICS PORT
02 SERIAL PORTS OROM REV. 2.0
o FLOPPY CONTROLLER 0 CPH BIOS

TTL AMBER MONITER.. S28:
VIDEO BOARD · ·$35
KEY BOARD :S..2..6..

SEPERATE PRICE S 134-

BUY ALL $9·9 00FOUR AT
ONE TIME

ORDER THIS MONTH AND RECIEVE
THE POWER SUPPLY FREE
POWER SUPPLY .. · $45·.
TECH. MANUAL .. · SI2~o

MANUAL.DRIVES.CABLES.CASE
SOFTWARE AND ROM 3.1 ARE
AVAILABLE CALL FOR PRICES

5MBYTE HARD DISK SYSTEM
a "D5WITH TERMINAL(MDT60) SS 9 9 •

AND SOFTWARE • • $ •
a "D5WITH SOFTWARE ONLY ••••• 449
S ·· OWl' S "'"'0 I Oakport.1lcon walley urplus Oakland Ca .

. 415- 261- 4662 at li16~lgh St.
OfFER GOOD DilLY WHILE SUPPLIES LAST PRICESSUDJECT TO CHANGE
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CP/M ALIVEI

by Ken Grymala

Maintenance and Repair Insurance

Whether you have a Morrow, a Kaypro, a Televideo
or any other IIs ingle-boardll CP/M computer, service
manuals should be considered your number one insurance
policy to keep it running.

Our lIin-betweenll generation of computers, e.g.,
the Morrow Mi.cro Decisions and the Kaypros, are all
very similar electrically. These comput.ers consist of
a single Printed Circui.t (PC) board that contains the
microprocessor, memory, disk drive interfaces and
communications interfaces (printer, terminal, modem,
etc.). For the most part, all of these computers use
common parts that can be purchased at most electronic
supply companies.

Earlier versions of Morrow computers, and CP/M
computers from CompuPro, Northstar and others, used
standard IIS-100 bus ll plug-in boards. The new IDM PCs
and the PC clones also use plug-in boards. In both
cases, there are lots of plug-in boards available; and
since they follow an electrical interface standard,
boards from one manufacturer will generally work with
bo~s from a different manufacturer. with most. major
faJlures, new boards can be purchased and installed to
replace a function.

We don't have that luxury with our single-board
computers, although some repair companies still have
stocks of replacement cards for computers such as
ours. If your computer dies, they just tear out the
old card and replace it with a new or repaired card.
But it is far more practical and reasonable to just
replace the bad components on such a card.

send your questions and comments to Ken Grymala at
P.O. Box 2540, Manassas, VA 22110.

CP/M comput.ers are relatively easy to repair, and
there are a lot of competent computer repair
technicians who are willing to perform such repairs.
However, i.t's futile for even the seasoned expert to
try and repair a comput.er or terminal without a
schematic and certain technical data.

Morrow owners are very fortunate. Thanks to
Sypko Andreae, the man responsible for this magazine,
and a few other dedicat.ed people in the MOR office in
Berkeley, we have very complete technical documenta
tion on all of the Micro Decision computers and the
terminals that were sold under the Morrow name. Last
summer, they spent a lot of tilne gathering information
from Morrow and organizing it. They put together a
set of documentation that can help keep the Morrow
Micro Decisions running for many years to come.

I have all of the documentation except the MDT20
manual, but I feel that most people could get by with
just two manuals. All that you really need 15 the
appropriate computer service manual and the
appropriate terminal servi.ce manual.

The Micro Decision Service Guide contains
schematics and information about all versions of MD1,
MD2 and MD3 computers. A similar manual, the Hard
Disk Micro Decision Service Guide, covers all of the
Morrow Micro Decisions with hard di_sks, such as the
MD5 and MD11 models.

These two computer service manuals are similar,
and both include lots of good trouble-shooting and
repair information. These manuals also tell you how
to run the internal ROM diagnostics, which are ex
tremely helpful in troubleshooting everything from a
bad RS-232 port, or terminal, to a bad disk drive.

The MDT50 Video Display Terminal Service Manual
and the MDT60 VJ.deo Terminal ServJ.ce Manual are both
very well done. They include good troubleshooting
charts, waveforms and, of course, schematics. The
MT70 is virt.ually identical to the MDT60, and the
small differences that exist are covered in a supple
ment to the MDT60 manual.

As for the disk drive manuals, I really don't
recommend them unless you have the equipment and
knowledge to per.form disk drive repairs and alignment.
The disk drives that are used in the Morrows are all
very common, industry-standard drives. If they are
only out of alignment, a good computer repair shop
will know how to align them. For other problems, it
is generally easier--and just as inexpensive--to
replace them yourself. It's easy, and it's covered in
the MD service manuals.

Most, if not all, of what is in the Diagnosti.cs
II User's Manual is already inside your computer in
the buDt.-in ROM diagnostics. I do not recommend this
unless you are doing extensive maintenance.

If you have a CP/~1 computer other than a Morrow
Micro Decision, there is help for you also. For
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instance, if you have a Kaypro, you can obtain upgrade
kits, ROMs, schematics and other valuables from Micro
Cornucopia, P.O. Box 223, Bend, OR 97709. Until Just
recently, this magazine had been providing exclusive
technical support to the CP/M community. Back issues
of the magazine are available.

The First. Osborn Group, or FOG, has many chapters
throughout the country, and they are extremely helpful
to owners of orphaned computers--CP/M and others.
They put out a very good CP/M-oriented publication
called the FOGHORN. They can be contacted at P.O. Box
3474, Daly CIty, CA 94015-0474.

Other majorCp/rvl manufacturers, such as CompuPro
(now Viasyn) and Televideo, had excellent dealer
networks and dealer support during the heyday of CP/M.
They still maintain many of the same dealers for their
newer computers. As far as I know, both of these
companies are also still producing CP/M computers.
Documentation and upgrades continue to be available
through their dealers.

CP/M Software, Where Is It?

Do programs exist out there that aren't word
processors, spread sheets, data bases, languages or
computer uti.lities? If so, what are they and where
are they? And, are they any good?

From letters lIve received, I know I'm not the
only one who is looking for additional soft.ware.
HoPefully, welve been looking in the wrong places, or
we're not on the right mailing lists.

I also know there are a lot of programs out there
that aren't worth spending your ti.me and money on.
I've purchased some of them, and I'm sure you have
too.

For instance, I recently got a complimentary copy
of MAG/base2, from MAG software, for review. It's a
data base that is intended for Morrows and other CP/M
computers. It's also available for FC/MS-DOS
computers. In my opinion, it is a program that is not
worth a second look. For Morrow owners, it has litt.le
to offer over Personal Pearl.

MAG/base2 comes in a very at.tractive sealed
package. As soon as you open it, you know you may
have made a mistake, since "once this package is
opened, this product. is not returnable for refund or
.credit" (directly off the disk package label). There
are lots of ot.her warnings and threats sprinkled
throughout the voluminous documentation that comes
with it.

The package will not work on an MD11--at least
not my MD11 with CP/M 3.0, version 1.8, and ROM
version 1.9. I tried everything I could think. of to
get it to accept the 16-digj.t protective serial number
it needs to start the installation. I was also unable
to find any phone numbers or other user support
assist.ance.

As a program, MAG/base2 is too big to be
practical on an MD2, which is what I ended up running
it on. MAG/base2 comes on four disks, which take up
604K. You also need a data disk. From the size
Perspective, it doesn't offer any advantage over
Personal Pearl.

Installation is long and painful. If you make a
mistake anywhere in the installation procedure, you
have to start all over! I must admit. that they warn
you of this, but still...!

MAG/base2 is the kind of package that causes
computer novices to develop strong hatreds for
computers.

However, I know that there must be many other
good and bad programs out there that we don't know
about. I am hot on the trail of some promising
sources, and I hope to be able to report good things
in my next column.

Additionally, if you are using a CP/M software
package that is adapted to your particular specialty;
and, whether it is good or bad, let me know. Better
yet, write a review for MOR. Also, if you know of a
reput.able place that sells special CP/M software or a
variety of CP/M soft.ware, let the rest of us know.

Next issue I hope to report on several promising
sources of general purpose and unique software
suppliers. But I also need your help.

Happy computing. a
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Where to Get Your System Fixed:
A List of Repair Shops Servicing MDs

Note: Shops are sorted by ZIP
codes within states. To find
the closest shop, look for the
ZIP code nearest your own.

Cali£ornia

Drive Masters
489 S. Robertson Boulevard
Beverly Hills, CA 90211
213/278-3748

SYSTOCH
1000 E. Walnut, #200
Pasadena, CA 91106
818/449-3239

Data Systems West
4529 Van Nuys Boulevard
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403
818/907-9110

Advanced Computer Repair
1022 Illinois Street
San Francisco, CA 94107
415/554-0500
Also repairs virtually all

dot-matrix & daisy-wheel
print.ers

Micro Age Computer Store
1150 Contra Costa Boulevard
Concord, CA 94523
415/680-1489

Microcomputer Service Network
3849 Peralta Boulevard
Suite A
Fremont, CA 94536
Printer repair specialist.s

Faught Dat.a Systems
39267-A1 Liberty Street
Fremont, CA 94538
415/792-7945

Civil Computing
2111 Research Drive
livermore, CA 94550
415/455-8086
Also does upgrades

MORROW OWNERS' REVIEW

Jacobs Comput.er Service
P.O. Box 415
Pinole, CA 94564
415/724-2446
Also repairs Decision 1 & S-100;

no printer repair

RIX Computer Systems
2999 Teagarden Street
San Leandro, CA 94577
415/357-0971
Super Service Center

AAA Computers
3824 Telegraph Avenue
Oakland, CA 94609
415/653-3123
Repairs terminals and

monitors only

Silicon Bay Syst.ems
440 Grand Avenue
Suite 401
Oakland, CA 94610
Repairs all MDs and

pivots

Micro Syst.ems Troubleshooters
3014 Shatt.uck Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94705
415/540-5435
Also does upgrades and

modifications

Berkeley Computer
1569 Solano Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94707
415/526-6333
Drive alignments, MDT20 & MDT50

Serviceware
720 Aldo Avenue
Santa Clara, CA 95054
408/988-2251
800/221-8381
Takes jobs by mail

Mi.cro line Computer Services
1057 College Avenue
Suite 102
Santa Rosa, CA 95404
707/575-7991
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Colorado

Computer Technology, Inc.
6311 N. Federal Boulevard
Denver, CO 80221
303/427-4438

Loveland Computer Center, Inc.
1415 N. Cleveland Avenue
Lovelend, CO 80532
303/667-9095
Super Service Center

Florida

Xerox Service Center
716 Northlake Boulevard
Altamonte Springs, FL 32701
305/830-8109
Also repairs terminals

Georgia

Southern· Computer Associates
2799 Delk Road
Mari.etta, GA 30067
404/952-0412
Repairs all MDs & Decision Is;

repairs Freedom t.erminals
only

Indiana

Technique Systems
209 N. Main
Goshins, IN 46526
219/534-1448

Maryland

Micro Repair servi.ce
10 Allegheny Avenue
Towson, MD 21204
301/339-7170

Michigan

Office Calls
7844 Indi.an
Delton, MI 49046
616/664-5888
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New Hampshire Texas For Parts Only

Computer Data Services
Meeting Place Mall (Rte. 101)
Amherst, NH 03031
603/673-7375
Repairs all components;

takes jobs by mail

Personal Computer Store
88 S. Greenville Avenue
Richardson, TX 75081
214/690-8888

Washington

Silicon Valley Surplus
4401 Oakport
Oakland, CA 94601
415/261-4662

New Mexico

Data Terminal Service
715 Rankin Road, N.E.
Albuquerque, NM 87107
505/345-1611

New York

Pure Logic
138 Montague Street
Brooklyn, NY 11201
718/625-3113

North Carolina

Computer Parts & Service
914-A North Elm Street
Greensborough, N2 27401
919/272-8399
Southeast Super Service Center

Data Tech Reliance
1020 S. 344th
Suite 212
Federal Way, WA 98003
206/952-2400
Repairs disk drives only

Concurrent Business Systems
820 Fourth Street
Anacort.es, WA 98221
206/293-5154

Concurrent Business Systems
1317 Railroad Avenue
Bellingham, WA 98225
206/671-9966

Business Computer Solutions
1301 Fraser
Suite A-11
Bellingham, WA 98226
206/671-8611

Xerox Services Centers, lo
cated throughout the United
States and Canada, used to
repair Morrow Micro Decisions.
About the time Morrow stopped
making the MDs, Xerox stopped
selling service contracts for
MDs. To date, however, most
Xerox Service Centers are
willing to repair terminals,
some printers and most disk
drives. The only component
they won't service is the
Morrow motherboard. With a
little perseverance, you might
be able to get a Xerox Service
Center to swap boards rather
than repairing it. (A replace
ment board can be purchased
from Silicon Valley Surplus.)

Name _

Co. Name _

Address _

City/State/ZIP _

Telephone _

Computer Model _

Disk Format (Circle One) SSSD SSDD DSDD

Price is $49.95 plus $4.00 shipping and

handling~ ($8.00 foreign)

o Paid by check (amount enclosed) _

o or VISA or MC # _

Exp. Date _

o or Ship UPS COD (adds $2.50)

MN Residents add 6% Sales Tax.
All orders shipped within 24 hours. 30 day
money back guarantee.

$49.95
$4.00 SHIPPING

Sanyo (all)
Tandy (all)
TeleVideo
Zenith 100 & 150
S"CPM
Othercompatibles

USE THE RIGHT TOOL
FOR THE JOB.

IBMPC,XT,
PCjr,AT

Kaypro (all)
Morrow (all)
Osborne (all)
Panasonic
Radio Shack CPM

Apple CPM
Columbia

Compaq
Corona
Eagle (all)
Epson OX-10

RUNS ON:

Sales Leads, Customer Inquiries, Club
Records, Birthdays, Xmas Card List. Can be
used as a Calendar or List ofThings to Do.
All of these can be mixed together but still
retrieved by category. Or you can keep a
separate list for each.

TMANIS
A MAILING LIST

AND FILING SYSTEM

I USE APOWERFUL DATABASE
TO KEEP MY MAILING LIST ...
AND ACANNON TO KILL FLIES.

Mail to: James River Group, 125 N. First St., Mpls, MN 55401 1-800-654-6903

• Up to 2500 names or subjects (4000
MSDOS).

• Up to 12 lines of notes with each name.
• Prints mailing labels (alphabetically or by

zip).
• Prints Rolodex style cards.
• Prints a phone list.
• Puts names in a new file for use by

Mailmerge.
• Prints any of the above, selected by name,

state, zip, type, or date of entry.
• Searches names or notes for any word (for

example: "July 4" or "John Brown" or
"Mississippi").

THAT IS EASY TO USE AND READY TO RUN

WOK WHAT IT DOES: GREAT FOR:

L- --1- _
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GETTING PERSONAL WITH PEARL

by Bruce Gowens

In the last issue, I illustrated how a single
Pearl data base can supply data to several other data
bases, and I explored some of the possibilities
available in having up to five files open. This time
I'm going to discuss some of Pearl's easy entry
features, including how they work with multiple input
forms.

One PEARLED (Pearl Enter Data) feature is the use
of Control-No If the datum you are entering in a
particular fi.eld is identical to t.he one entered in
the same field of the previous record, a simple
Control-N will save t.yping by filling the field in.
Examples of repeti tious data like this might be
transaction dates, ZIP codes and the like, or you
might have presorted data so that similar records are
entered one after another. ADJOURN, from last issue's
column, is the kind of applicat.ion that might have a
lot of such repetition in each batch of entries.
(When I refer t.o a form or field, it's one from last.
issue's column unless otherwise noted.)

Sometimes you might need to enter a sequential
set of records. MOR's advertiser data base enters an
"insertion" transaction (using a field such as TTYPE,
with "I" for Insertion) for each issue covered by an
advertising contract. The set of records is t.he same,
except for the volume/issue field. On a six-issue
contract., I just sit there wopping the Control-N

Bruce Gowens would like to see interesting Pearl
applications, hear of problems and know what you would
like discussed in this column. Send mail c/o MOR,
with SASE and phone number if a reply is desired.

through each field. After the volume/issue field, I
Control-S back and increment. the entry. This way, I
don't have to keep a mental count, and I won't
accidentally duplicate or skip an issue.

The Control-Z and Control-W, normally used only
in the edit mode, work a little differently when
dealing with multiple forms. ADJOURN, you may
remember, was keyed to NAMES by the company name
field. Let.'s say that. Micro Interfaces Corp. (one of
our advertisers, of course) makes a payment. To enter
that payment in ADJOURN, I type "Micro<CR>" in the
company name field while in t.he add mode. Since
"Micro" is not the full name (andpearl will only
recognize an exactly correct. entry), the address lines
and other dat.a fields that are being imported from
NAMES will fill up with asterisks, the cursor will go
back to the st.art of the company name field and the
message ''NOT FOUND" will appear on the bottom of the
screen. No, I didn't goof; this is what I expect.ed.

I then hit Control-Z. Pearl will look up the
next record in NAMES, in a manner similar to
"browsing" in the edit mode, and will fill in those
fields with the imported data. But wait a minute--I
want Micro Interfaces Corp., and the screen is now
reading Micro Cornucopia! (Another one of our
advertisers, of course.) So I hit Control-Z again.
Pearl goes to the next record in NAMES and also
changes the data in the address and other imported
data fields. This time it shows Micro Interfaces
Corp., and so I fill in the new data fields and put
the record away with a Control-U or <CR> <CR> at the
end. I have now saved that record into ADJOURN (where
I was all the time).

All of this has been done in the add mode. In
the edit mode, using Control-Z will step through the
records in ADJOURN, not the next record from NAMES.

Control-W works the same way, in the other
direction. This means that you can ''browse'' through
NAMES while entering data in ADJOURN. Which brings up
another trick that can be quite useful: "spoon
feeding" data from one data base to another to clean
it up.

Let's say you want to get rid of all the year
before-Iast's transactions in ADJOURN. Pearl File
wad is one way (see MOR Vol. 2, #5, p. 26). But if
you don't have File wad or if there aren't a great
number of records to be saved or gone through, the
following method works and might even be easier:

Using PIP, make renamed copies of ADJOURN.SOO and
ADJOURN.LOO on the same disk, keeping their
extensions. We'll call them TEMP. The command line
entries at the CP/M prompt are:

PIP B:TEMP.SOO=B:ADJOURN.SOO[OV]
PIP B:TEMP.LO0 =B:ADJOURN.LO0 [OV]

(You can also do this using the copy command of
WordStar or NewWord, if you wish.)
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Then call up PEARLDF (Pearl Design Forms) and
tell it to design a form called TEMP. When you get to
Step 1, "Form Layout," you will discover that TEMP is
your old friend ADJOURN with a new name and no data.
(The .SOO and .LOO files hold the form layout, and
~F finds them already on the disk.)

We will be selectively transferring the records
to be kept into TEMP.

Select the field you are going to use to key your
transfer, and put it at the top of the form by
creating a new line with Control-N, making the field
and then going down and using Control-G to delete the
field in its previous location. This will save moving
the cursor around in the form as you are transferring
records.

Now, go to Step 2, "Data Input Areas," and define
thatfield exactly the same way it had been defined in
its previous location.

Now, if your key (path) field between TEMP and
ADJOURN was indexed, use Step 3, "Index for Finding
Records," to index it in this new location.
Otherwise, skip Step 3.

Go to Step 4, "Data from Other Forms," and define
each retained field (i.e., those that are not display
only) as data from ADJOURN. The very first field (the
one you just moved to the top) is defined as the path
(key) to the other form. Since ADJOURN already
required that the maximum of five files be open and
this would make a sixth, we have to break some link to
another file. We can select any form in which the
information is brought up for display only, Control-B
on those fields and Control-Y the other file name to
break the link.

Install TEMP with Step 5, "Form Installation."
PEARLDF will create empty TEMP.DOO (data) and TEMP.EOO
(index) files.

Use PEARLED with Control-Z and Control-Won that
first field to select the records you are going to
retain. Save them into TEMP with Control-U. Note
that if you choose your key (path) field well, you can
save yourself the bother of calling up or looking at
the records you are getting rid of. For example, i£
you use the transaction date field as your key field,
you would first enter the earliest date you wish to
retain, and then the following Control-Zs will
increment from there.

Copy all the ADJOURN files (including report
files) and PEARL.DIR to an archive floppy. (Be sure
to mark it clearly, including dates or data covered.)
You may need it some day, and it is still ready and
able to run. Then, delete ADJOURN.DOO and ADJOURN.EOO
from your woIking disk, and rename TEMP.DOO to
ADJOURN.DOO and TEMP.EOO to ADJOURN.EOO. Call up
PEARIDF, choose TEMP but use Control-O rather than
<CR> to get TEMP out of your Form Directory.

Re-install ADJOURN and all its reports. You can
do this with PEARLDR, from the command line, or with a
submit file. (See "Command Line Entries," MOR Vol. 2,
#5, p. 24.)

Delete TEMP.SOO and TEMP.LOO from the working
disk.

There, you are back in business. We have used
the old ADJOURN.SOO and ADJOURN.LOO files so that the
new ADJOURN should look and act just. like the old one
--except that it now has the data and index files we
created as TEMP.

Oyster Stew

Pearl can get a little strange i£ it. doesn't find
a file extension when it expects one. So, when making
reports to disk or naming a source file for File lOad,
be sure the name is FILENAME.EXT and not just
FILENAME.

You don't have to use underlines or "9"s to
define a field; any continuous string of characters
can be used. When defining a prompt field that will
come from a mask form, the longest example will help
you identify the purpose of both that and the
following data field. "Payment Due: 999.99" could be
a prompt field and a data field; for example. a

COMPUTER FORMS
QUEST BOOKKEEPER CHECKS!

COMPUTER STATIONARY

WITH MICRO

PERF EDGES!

MENTION THIS AD
FOR GIFT TO BE SENT WITH YOUR ORDER.

DISKETTES, COMPUTER PAPER, LABELS AND MORE!

• GOLDEN 1321 COMMERCE STREET
.~"II. PACIFIC PETALUMA, CA 94952

SYSTEMS, INC. (707) 763·9944

CALL TOLL FREE NO. CALIF. 1 (800) 628-0345
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BAMDUA's CP/M Celebration
Available on Tape

by Sypko Andreae

The Bay Area Micro Decision Users Association
(BAMDUA) celebrated the aliveness of CP/M on June 24,
1986--the day of the Morrow liquidation auction--with
a panel discussion to which five CP/M luminaries were
invited: Wayne Masters, president of PRACSA (sysops
association) ; Irv Hoff, doyen of CP/M programmers;
Dick Ezzard, assistant sysop of KAY*FOG BBS; Nancy
Mulvany, editor of BAKUP News, the Bay Area Kaypro
newsletter; and Ken Fowler, programmer and sysop of
the Bay Area Kaypro BBS.

The next best thing to having been there is
listening to the two cassette tapes produced by MOR.
see the box for ordering information.

The two cassettes have four 30-minutes sides.
Times shown are the times in the evening that the
speakers began.

Side 1:

19:45 -- Introduction by Rick Charnes, BAMDUA board
member.
19:55 -- Wayne Masters: Co-author of BYE, KMD and
PBBS.
20:00 -- Nancy Mulvany: ''We may have reached a point
where choice of operating system may not be so
important anymore." The CP/M market in England is
stronger than here in the U.S. MS-DOS may be obsolete
in a couple of years. Atari next? .
20:10 -- Ken Fowler: "If CP/M is dead, who killed
it?" Historical perspecti.ve. Public Domain (PD) is
strong in CP/M.

Side 2:

20:17 -- Dick Ezzard: Let the application drive the
ch01ce of operation system. IBM clones are sometimes
cheaper than souped-up CP/M machines. For new users,
IBM clones may be the best rout.e.
20:27 -- Irv Hoff: CompuServe CP/M section just about.
collapsed lately. perhaps CP/M groups will go the way
of old car clubs: There are still De Soto groups.

Side 3:

QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE:
20:45 -- Q: How do you get started getting PD
soft.ware? A: Clubs. PD DOC files are good now,
unlike a few years ago.
20:55 -- Q: I am part of a generic CP/M computer
group. Where does one get all the machine-speci£ic

modem program overlays? A: Call Potpouri BBS
(408/378-7474).
20:59 --Critical mass syndrome: You need thousands of
users to keep user interaction going. Comodore 128
just added about 600,000 CP/M users to the pool.
21:03 -- Q: Whatever happened to Cp,/M 86? A: It is
really dead. But Concurrent CP/M still has a large
following. Many alternati.ves to strict CP/M now: QPM,
TURBODOS, ZRDOS. As a matter of fact, MS-DOS was
based on CP/M.
21:10 -- Q: What is this ARC business about? A: ARC
files, or archive files, are just like LBR files, but
work in a more. sophisticated way. It started in MS
DOS and is now migrating to CP/M. I.ook for UNARC11 on
potpouri BBS.

Side 4:

21:17 -- We in the Bay Area are lucky: We have 180
BBSs (Nevada has one BBS, utah has none). Here we
have access to 9,500 CP/M PD programs spread over the
20 most. signi£icant BBSs in the Bay Area.
21:28 -- Q: What i.s the best data base program to use?
A: dBase II is widely used, but. not supported; there
are dBase II users groups, though. Other good pro
grams include Procom, Alist, Filer and Personal Pearl.
If you are just starting out., perhaps you should look
at Atari and Amiga machines and their new software.
21:31 -- There are still ni£ty hardware improvements
in the CP/M world, like the SCSI (Small Comput.er
Systems Interface) bus adapter on Micro Mate CP/M and
hard-disk board, about $450. CP/M prices are low.
Does the CP/M crowd have a VW-owner mentality?
21:36 -- Q: What about five years from now? A: There
will be lots of 68000-related desktop computers with a
tiny footprint and the power of a Sun computer.
21:29 -- Q: How long until we can get rid of disks?
A: That may take a while, like 10 years. Laser disks
will be in wide-spread use before magnetic rotating
memories go out.
21:34 -- wrap-up comments. Meeting closed at 21:46.
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REVIEWS
BOOK REVIEW

TITLE: The Plain English Repair and
Maintenance Guide for
Home Computers

AUTHOR: Henry F. Beechhold

PUBLISHER: Simon & Schuster Inc.
Computer Book Divi.sion (1984)

PRICE: $14.95 (paperback)

by Andrew Adler

The recent demise of Morrow Inc. makes personal
computer maintenance and repair a subject apt to
produce trembling in most of us. No longer do we have
theresources, limited though they were, of George and
Company. If disk dri.ves grind to a halt, serial ports
begin garbling data or dirt invades MD3 cases, it's up
to us to find a remedy.

One alternative, of course, is to pay someone
else to diagnose and repair your machine. For elabo
rate chores, especially those that involve intricate
soldering and such, this may be an inevitable route.
But there are many tasks that you--that's right, ~-
can perform easily and inexpensively yourself.

That's the message of The Plain English Repair
and Maintenance Guide for Home Computers, an exqui
s1tely clear, concise and even W1tty book by Henry F.
Beechhold. It's been around for about two years now
and has been well~received in many quarters. It isn't
expensive, and--may the heavens be praised!--you don't
need to be an electrical or mechanical expert to make
sense of it.

In fact, you may find that Beechhold's volume
quickly becomes indispensable. It explains, generi
cally but usefully, how a computer's electronics work.
You are told how to assemble a simple kit to make
repairs at home.

Perhaps best of all, Beechhold supplies a tJme
table for computer maintenance that let you head off
disasters. And i£ your machine does crash, the author
supplies soothing words and several possible fixes.

David Dameo has supplied numerous illustrations--

Andrew Adler, the owner of an early MD2 and a member
of the MOR Edit.orial Council, is a music critic for
the Louisville (Ky.) Courier-Journal and Times.

the sort you might doodle while on the telephone. A
few are gratuitous, but most reinforce the text with a
gentle dose of humor. very little in this book con
fuses, a rare delight in computer-book publishing.

The book will reward straight-through readings,
random dips or speci£ic applications. Because most
home computers share fundamental attributes (a floppy
disk drive is essentially a floppy disk drive, no
matter whom the manufacturer) , the book can be used by
owners of different machines. It isn't likely to be
come obso:lete, just as the value of cleaning, ad
justing and fixing aren't likely to become obsolete.

People who are fuzzy on computer-electronics
theory can get a brief, non-threatening primer here.
Not sure of the difference between a slotted and a
Phillips-head screwdriver, or the meaning of a dat.a
bus, Ohm's Law or a NAND gate? This book will tell
you, and you'll feel much better knowing, believe me.

Still, the volume's principal value is in its
practical, "Lets get the thing up and running" as
pects. A chapter called "Cleaning House" explains how
to do exactly that. The book holds your hand, pro
viding lots of reassurance, as you unscrew the com
puter's cover and banish that offending dust with a
blast of compressed air. You are told how to dis
assemble a floppy disk drive and clean the read/write
head, check the worm gear and, i£ necessary, replace
the pressure pad. Printers, a prime source of grit and
mechanical glitches, are similarly treated.

Occasionally the book shows poor jUdgment. One
section describes adjusting tilt.ed characters on your
monitor, a procedure that must be done while the thing
is plugged in and building up a potentially fatal
charge. Simple as it is, such a procedure ought to be
done by a quali£ied technician, not a layperson.

But these kinds of lapses are rare. Far more
typical is the book's explanation of a serial (a.k.a.
RS-232C) interface (at. last, one that can be under
stood without three dozen readings!) and its walk
through of how to make a null-modem cable (espcially
pertinent to Rev. 1 MD2 and MD3 owners connecting a
printer or modem to that lone spare serial port).

Beechhold includes six appendices: Numbers and
Logic (a bit of Boolean algebra), Tinkerer's
Techniques and Tips (how to solder, use tools and some
test instruments), Troubleshooting Techniques (a
malfunctioning symptom matched to some possible
explanations/solutions), Color Codes and Pinouts
(circuit formulas, bus directories and the like),
Sources and Suppliers (where to get parts and "useful
gadget.s"), and a Bibliography.

Finally, there is a fairly comprehensive glossary
and a useful index.

Get this book. One is hard-pressed to think of a
better investment.a
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SOFTWARE REVIEW

PROGRAM:

VERSION TESTED:

Diagnostics II

Version supplied to
Morrow Dealers

writes a random pattern into memory and checks i£ that
is successful. The whole process takes a few minutes.
Most RAM defect.s are supposed to be uncovered by this
test.

The quick test first writes zeros into RAM and
verifies whether the bits are set to zero. It then
checks that all bits can be set to one, and then

Diagnostics II allows you to check for proper
operation of the following: RAM, CPU, disk drives,
t.erminal and printer. Each of the tests is fairly
simple to run, and the manual provides clear instruc
tions.

The speed test is supposed to determine the rated
speed of your CPU and memory as a unit. Unfortu
nately, the result.s lead you to believe that a 4 MHz
Micro Decision is running at only 2 MHz. The section
in the manual on the CPU test clarifies this by saying
that you should expect that a 4 MHhz MD will appear to
be only 2 MHZ, but. it sti.ll doesn't explain why.

Memory Tests

There are two memory test programs provided:
MTEST.COM and MTEST2.COM. MTEST is the main RAM test;
MTEST2 checks the region of memory occupied by MTEST
(0100H-14FFH). Each of these programs contains four
different checks of RAM: a qujck test, a walk1ng bit
test, a burn-in test and a speed test.

CPU Test

The program CPU.COM checks the speed of the Z80,
as mentioned above, and tests the Z80 to ensure that
all CPU instructions can be execut.ed properly. This
test i.s simple to run and lasts only a few minutes.
Again, my test machine got a clean bill of health.

The program ALIGN.COM is to help align your
drives, but. requires that you have a special alignment
disk (anybody out there found one for any of the MD
drives?) and an oscilliscope. Thus, most users will
not be able to benefit from this program.

Disk Drive Programs

Diagnostics II contains a disk test program and a
disk drive alignment program. The DISK.COM test pr0

gram uses a blank formatted disk and checks for "hard
disk" errors, seek errors .and data transfer errors.
The "hard disk" errors are problems such as open drive
doors or a write-protected test disk and have nothing
to do with hard disks.

The walking bit test is a tougher check. All of
the bits in the area of interest (all RAM tests except
the speed test requjre you to select the portion of
RAM you want to test) are set to zero and then a one
is walked through bit-by-bit. All of the bits except
the location of the one are checked after each step to
be sure they haven't changed. The process is repeated
with all ones and a walking zero. This takes longer
than you might imagine. The manual indicates that to
check a 16K region could take up to 13 hours and four
times longer (over two dayst) for 32K. If you want to
check all of your RAM on a 64K or 128K machine, it
might be quicker to just go bUy new RAM chips and
install them! I didn't sit and time it, but it took
over a week to check about 56K on myailingMD2!

The burn-in test runs a simple loop to keep
"refreshing" values into five bytes of memory re
peatedly. It then checks for "afterimages."

Do the RAM tests work? Well, that's hard to say.
No error messages means either the RAM is OK or some
thing was missed. I wasn't able to find any errors,
even though I suspect I have a RAM problem. But mine
is an intermittent problem that may not have surfaced
that week. I'm willing to give SUperSoft the benefit
of the doubt on this question. I have not yet used
MOVCPM to check some of the nooks and crannies over
looked by a stock run of MTEST. Still, I'm disap
pointed I came up empty-handed.

$125
(NOTE: Diagnostics II is
available from MaR for only
$37.50 with the purchase of
the MaR Technical Manual.

SUperSoft., Inc.
P.O. Box 1628
Champaign, IL 61820
217/359-2112
Orders: 800/762-6629

144K total in various filesDISK SPACE:

MANUFACTURER:

PRICE:

by Michael Conroy
Morrow Designs did provide some support to

dealers, although the extent and quality of that sup
port seems to have been a matter of some debate. One
item provided to the Micro Decision dealers was the
Diagnostics II program by SUperSoft.. Actually, it is
a set of programs that can be used to test various
elements of the MD computer. While the manual indi
cates that the programs should run on any 8080 or Z80
CP/M system, the version reviewed here is as dis
tributed by Morrow. Now that we're all on our own,
it's worth looking at. this program.

Michael Conroy is a member of the MaR editorial
council. He is also vice president of MUGW and was a
co-founder of the weekly online conferences for Morrow
users in the CompUServe CP/ ~1 forum. By day, he is a
systems engineer in Washington, D.C.

Terminal Test

TERM.COM tests several functions on your ter
minal. First, it prints all of the ASCII characters
in bamer pole fashion on the screen. Next it checks
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cursor addressing by displaying "X"s, starting· from
the bottom right, and then displaying a test pattern
with the appearance of four cursors. It then:runs a
couple of background/foreground tests. This program

.ran fine on my MDT20 as provided on the disk; instruc
tions are given for setting it up for other terminals.
It's a fun test to watch even if nothing is wrong with
your terminal. (If you've got an MDT20, by an EsC-O
from an A> to run the terminal's own test program, but
be prepared to set up the terminal codes again, as the
key click will be turned on.)

Printer Test

A printer test is also provided by Diagnostics
II. As with the terminal test, a barber pole patt.ern
of ASCII characters is generat.ed by the test. The
test also provides a complete check of print head and
carriage motion for the following serial printers:
Spinwriters, Qumes and Diablos. I don't know if
they've expanded this list, so your printer may not
get the full benefit of this test. I tested it with
our Spinwriter and can attest that it is a pretty
thorough test of that printer's motions.

Other Features

In addition to the above programs, a quick. memory
test (QRUN) and a quick disk test (QDISK) are pro
vided. (QRUN calls QDISK, which, in turn, calls the

LOANTRK II (c) is the NEW, I~
due on loans using the Rule .
payments at any point due
know how lon~.X;9~~WI
feature " ..

CPU test.) They suggest using QRUN at the start of
every session, as it only takes about four minutes. I
hope they're kidding about that; what do they think
we're running, IBM PCs?

A help program is provided, which is essentially
an on-line manual. Also, a sample submit file for
running the tests while you're gone is given.

The disk, memory and CPU tests can be set up to
write to a log file for later review. However, the
terminal program requires your presence, despite what
their submit file says.

Conclusions

Diagnostics II provides some potentially valuable
t.est capabilites. They aren't the type of programs
you're likely to use often, however. The memory tests
require some careful planning and patience. The
alignment program requires additional software and
hardware, which most users won't have. But the other
programs may help pinpoint trouble spots.

Still, problem spots can pass right through this
suite of programs. Our ailing backup MD2 passed with
flying colors, but won't let me write this article or
do anything else tonight and I'm no closer to figuring
it out. But, maybe Diagnostics II will be of more
help to you. a

CP/M & MS-DOS computers.
type of computer

N:
ILETRK-Record your business mileage for tax time.

VISA AND MASTERCHARGE. CHECKS. MONEY ORDERS

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
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SOFTWARE REVIEW

PRICE:

PROGRAM: OUT-THINK

VERSION TESTED: Version 1.0

AUTHOR: Adam Trent

DISK SPACE: 84K
(including help file--see text)

MANUFACTURER: KAMASOFT
2525 S.W. 224th Avenue
Aloha, OR 97007
503/649-3765

$69.95

into the CP/M outline processor field. The first,
OUT-THINK, is a descendant of KAMAS that retains the
outline processing and information retrieval capa
bilities of its predecessor and adds some new features
of its own. The second program is called Thoughtline,
and it is an entirely new product from Spite Software.
Both programs do an admirable job of basic outline
manipulation, but there are some distinct differences
in the approaches taken by the two authors, which I
will point out as I go along. It's encouraging to see
a continuing interest in and development of new
software for CP/M computers. These two programs are
excellent examples of the kind of new software that
will help keep our Morrows (and their CP/M cousins)
productive in the years to come.

Outline Processing--A Quick Review

In this article I will look at two new entries

DISK SPACE: 72K

VERSION TESTED: Version 2.1 for CP/M

AUTHOR: Norm WOrthington

(continued)

In short, an outline processor lets you
manipulate your ideas in much the same way that a word
processor allows you to manipulate words and
paragraphs. It is a powerful tool for organizing your
thoughts before you begin actually writing prose. The
power and usefulness of these programs does not stop
here, however, and a little imagination will yield
numerous other helpful appli.cations. In the writing
area, they not only help organize your thoughts before
you begin writing, but can help create a table of
contents for your document when you're done (one
program reviewed here even does this automatically).
Another task might be to help organize your day or to
set up and maintain an appointment calendar. Many
other uses will come to mind as you become more
familiar with the operation and capabili.ties of an
outline processor.

What an outline processor does that a word
processor cannot do is allow you to assign structure
to your text. Ideas and flashes of insight can be
tyPed into the program as they come to mind and then
arranged into nested hierarchical constructions called
topics. Once entered and organized, your ideas become
the bases for pieces of your document, and the outline
processor lets you associate one or more Paragraphs of
free-form text with each. The resulting outline can
be contract.ed to show only the highest level topics on
the screen (thus hiding the clutter of detail) or
expanded to show everything. Topics can be re
arranged, promoted or demoted until the overall
structure satisfies you, and then the whole affair can
be printed (in various formats) or written to disk for
further refinement with a word processor.

Before getting into the details of the two
programs, a short review of just what an outline
processor is, is in order. First, what it does not
do: . It does not replace your word processing
software. Most outline processors (including the two
reviewed here) duplicate a lot of the text editing
capabilities of a good word processor, but none have
all the formatting and printing ''bells and whistles"
that are required to completely replace WOrdStar or
NewWord for final editing and printing.

by Dale Alan Clark

Spite Software
4875 S.W. 19th Drive
Portland, OR 97201
503/224-0137

$69.95

MANUFACTURER:

PRICE:

CP/M outline Processors Revisited

In the August/september 1985 issue of MOR, Tim
Evans and I took a look at KAMAS, which at the time
was the only outline processing software available to
run on CP/M computers. KAMAS is a large and very
sophisticated package that is billed as a "Knowledge
And Mind Ampli£ication System" (hence the name) and is
built around a highly structured, FORTH-like pro
gramming language. Included in the KAMAS program is a
powerful outline editing and information retrieval
system. Although no programming is required in order
to use the outline editor, the package is really
overkill for the user who is mainly interested in
organizing his or her thoughts in a structured
manner.

PROGRAM: Thoughtline

Dale Clark, an electrical engineer in Hunt Valley,
Maryland, designs training and simulation systems for
a living. In his spare time he serves as PD Librarian
for BaltiMUG, the Baltimore Morrow Users' Group, which
he helPed establish.
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One general comment on outline processors is in
order before we proceed: Because of the structure
imbedded within out.line files and the way in which
they are accessed by the outline processor, these
programs tend to be rather slow, and they perform a
lot of disk accesses. Text is not transferred to and
from the disk in large chunks, as is the case with
word processors, but in small structured pieces; hence
the large amount of disk act.ivity. This can be rather
distracting when you're "on a roll" and you find your
software is unable to keep up with your thought
processes. Both of these programs suffer from this
drawback to some degree, but it is the price you pay
for the ability to manipulate text in a structured
fashion. As you would expect, outline processors are
much easier to live with on a hard disk- (or RAMdisk-)
equipped computer.

Son of KAMAS

OUT-THINK is a cut-down version of KAMAS that
dispenses with the language and programmability
aspects of that package while retaining the outline
processing feat.ures. OUT-THINK also performs some new
tricks not previously available in KAMAS. One handy
addition is a resize command to change the size of an
existing topic file. Since both KAMAS and OUT-THINK
require you to specify the size of a topic file before
you start entering information (when you really don't
know how much space you'll need), this new command is
a welcome addition. Other changes include enhanced
outline editor commands, expanded pnnt formatting
options and the abiHty to read data into a topic from
a text file (more on these last two later). The
outline editor has been completely rewritten (it runs
somewhat faster than KAMAS; and, unlike KAMAS, OUT
THINK will run on any CP/M computer, not just those
containing Z80 CPUs) , but the basic look and feel of
the editor is virtually the same for the two packages.
Thus, if you already use KAMAS and are familiar with
its operation, OUT-THINK will seem very natural to
you. In addition, KAMAS users will be happy to know
that while they're not identical, KAMAS and OUT-THINK
topic files can be used interchangeably by either
program. (If you're interested, KAMASOFT offers OUT
THINK at a substantial discount to owners of KAMAS.)

OUT-THINK is a very powerful program and, as
such, requires the user to learn a great many commands
in order to get the most out of the system. Fortu
nately, OUT-THINK provides a lot of support for this
process, via an extensive on-line help facility. OUT
THINK provides help at any point within the program by
accessing the file HELP.TOP provided on the dis
tribution disk. This file is actually an OUT-THINK
outline (all outline, or topic, files have the
extension "TOP") and can be examined and edited just
like any other outline. The price you pay for all
this help is twofold--the first cost is speed; as
mentioned above, outline files can take a long time to
load. Pressing the key for help in OUT-THINK's topic
em.tor displays a full screen of text illustrating the

various commands available, but it takes my MD2 a lot
of disk accesses and a full 20 seconds to do so!
Waiting this long for the help screens gets old fast
and thus discourages their use. The second cost for
the available help is disk space; while the OUT-THINK
program itself takes up 40K of space on the disk,
another 44K is occupied by the help file. Although
not a serious problem for Morrow owners (all of whom
have at least one 186K floppy), it might cause head
aches for people with single-density disks on their
machines. Once familiar with the operation of the
program, however, you can em.t the help file down to a
''bare bones" version (using a copy, of course),
thereby saving a lot. of space on your system disk.

The OUT-THINK installation program gives you the
option of choosing two different "styles" of commands
for the outline and leaf (paragraph) editors provided
in the program. The resulting commands resemble those
of either WordStar or Perfect Writer, although the
resemblance is far from perfect, and the out.line
specific commands remain t.he same in either case. One
feat.ure I particularly like about OUT-THINK's editor
is its n.ch set of commands for moving about within
the out.line. These allow you t.o go up or down one
level in the outline, go to the previous or next ti.tle
of the same level as the current one, or go forward or
backward one title regardless of level, all with just
one keystroke. This makes it very easy to wander
around within the outline and move to any point you
wish with just a few simple operations. There are
also commands t.o find the occurrence of a string of
text in a title or even in a topic file other than the
one currently being edited, which gives the program a
powerful information retrieval capability.

One annoying charact.eristic I found was that
while most commands in the outline editor have
counterparts in the leaf editor, they aren't
necessarily invoked with the same keystrokes. For
example, to find a string of text in the outline
editor, you type F, while in the leaf editor you type
Control-Q. Neither, you'll notice, is the same as
WOrdStar's Control-QF, even though I installed OUT
THINK to "look like" WordStar; but. what really bothers
me is that you need t.wo different commands to do the
same thing, depending on where you are in the program.
This sort of nonsense makes OUT-THINK harder to learn
than it should be, which is a shame considering how
much thought went into the rest of the package.

When your OUT-THINK outline is complete, you can
send it to your pnnter or write it to a disk file.
OUT-THINK provides a large number of print. formatting
options, including settable margins, headers and
footers; settable line spacing; and page numbering,
just to name a few. In addition, you can also opt for
a pnnted table of contents that list.s all your topic
titles along with the pages on which they appear. If
you pnnt your outline to disk, you have the choice of
either a straight ASCII text file or a WordStar
document file that can be edited further with your
word processor for final pnnting. OUT-THINK also
allows you to read a document file int.o your outline
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and accepts several unique dot commands that specify
paragraph titles and tell the program where to place
the text in your outline's hierarchy.

Spite Strikes Back

The second program I examined is a fairly recent
offering from Spite Software, whose slick blue-and
white catalog is probably familiar to most MOR
readers. These are the folks who have vowed to stick
with us CP/M machine owners in spite of a world gone
mad over MS-DOS. They offer a number of high quality
and reasonably priced CP/M products, and used to tout
KAMAS before they decided they could do better by
writing their own outline processor. The result is an
excellent product they call Thoughtline, and it
represents a valuable addition to Spite's stable of
CP/M products. Being the smart businessmen that they
are, however, the folks at Spite are also selling an
MS-DOS version of Thoughtline. This is good news to
those of us who use both CP/M and MS-DOS machines, as
the outline files are lOO-percent compatible between
the two versions. All you need is a disk exchange
program such as Microsolutions' Uniform, and you can
carry your work back and forth between the 8-bit and
l6-bit worlds, which is a big plus these days.

The first thing you notice when you bring up
Thoughtline is that its opening menu looks awfully
familiar--in fact, it is almost an exact copy of
WordStar's and NeWWord's opening menus. This
similarity is no accident, as the author's intention
was that using Thoughtline would be almost second
nature for an experienced WS/NW user. This is an
ambitious goal, but t.he result is that the average
Morrow owner should be able to perform useful work
with Thoughtline in almost no time at. all. While OUT
TlUNK claims to have editing commands which "resemble"
WordStar's, Thoughtline's commands actually are a
subset of WordStar's, although a number of new
commands have been added that are unique to the
outline editing application.

Thoughtline's command repertoire includes the
familiar block (Control-K) operations to move and copy
text (only in the topic editor, however; not in the
paragraph editor), as well as new operations to shift
a marked block in or out or to clone a block of topics
elsewhere in the outline. This last feature is an
intriguing one and is essentially a special form of
the block copy command. However, when you make
changes to one of these topics, the copies are also
automatically updated by the program. This is useful
in an application like an appointment calendar, where
you might maintain a list of tasks or appointments by
priority (or alphabetically) at the top of your
outline and the same li.st by date at the bottom.
Updating or changing one of these automatically
updates the other one. Neat, huh? Another unique
trick up Thoughtline's sleeve is prioritizing. This
lets you mark a block of topics of the same level and
then quickly rearrange them by priority, using very
few keystrokes.

Unfortunately, a number of useful wordStar
commands are missing from Thoughtline; the ones I miss
the most are find (and find & replace) in the outline
editor and block operations in the paragraph editor.
Since outline processors are not really intended to
replace word processors but to augment them, this
probably isn't a very fair criticism of Thoughtline.
The problem is that t.he program acts so much like
WordStar that I often find myself b:ying to use
WordStar commands that aren't supported in
Thoughtline, and then it takes a few seconds to figure
out why nothing happens. The problem is aggravated by
the fact that Thoughtline has no on-line help
facility. If you type Control-K, for example, the
program waits patiently for you t.o complete the
command, but displays no ''block menu" to help you do
so (the way WordStar does with the help level set to 2
or 3). To their credit, Spite does provide a handy
quick reference card in the back of the manual that
helps a lot.

New outline-specific commands are invoked in
Thoughtline by using a Control-U prefix and provide
the ability to hide or unhide selected levels of the
outline, perform the previously mentioned prioritize
operation and switch between the topic and paragraph
editing modes of the program. It is here that the
help menus are missed the most, as none of these
commands are familiar to users of WS/NW. However, the
command mnemonics are pretty straightforward, so with
a little pract.ice they become second nat.ure and using
Thoughtline becomes almost aut.omatic.

Like OUT-THINK, Thoughtline lets you print your
finished out.line to a disk file, as well as read a
t.ext file from disk into your outline. A nice
addition in the latest version is the ability to both
read and write WordStar document files that contain
imbedded outline formatting commands. These are
"double dot" commands (ignored by WS/NW) that specify
the level at which each part of your document appears
in the outline. The abili ty to both read and write
formatted WordStar files means that you can create the
framework of your document with Thoughtline, write it
to a WordStar file and edit it to flesh out. or clean
up the text, and then read it back into Thoughtline
for further reorganizing if desired. This is a very
handy feature, Particularly if document creation is
your primcu:y use for the program.

Choose Your weapon

So there you have it, a capsule summcu:y of two
new entries into the field of CP/~l "productivity
software." Choosing the one that's right for you is
largely a matter of taste, but. you can't go too far
wrong with either of these gems. I feel that OUT
TlUNK is the more powerful of the two programs, but
Thoughtline wins hands down for user friendliness and
has the added convenience of being available in both
CP/M and MS-OOS formats. The correct choice depends
on your intended application for an outline processor.
OUT-THINK is strongly information oriented; and
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although it has a lot of word processor-like capa
bilities, its strong suit is really the st.orage,
retrieval and management of ideas. Thoughtline seems
more document oriented and might be the better choice
if you intend to use an outline processor primarily as
a structured front end for your word processor.
Although somewhat less versatile than OUT-THINK, it is
a much easier program to master and has a lot of nice
features.

Both programs are reasonably priced, come with
excellent documentation, and, as an added bonus, each
has a money-back guarantee! KAMASOFT gives you 60
days to decide if OUT-THINK suits your purposes; if
not, you can return it for a full refund. Spite makes
the same offer for Thoughtline, but gives you 90 days
to make up your mind. In addition, the Thoughtline
package comes with a promise of two free upgrades as
new versions are released; and, according to the
people at Spite, some of the deficiencies I've noted
in this review are scheduled for correction in
upcoming revisions of the program. With offers like
these, what have you got to lose?

MORROW USER'S MANUALS
IN STOCK

Correct-It User's Manual ••••••••••••••••• $ 8.00
CP/M 2.2 User's Manual ••••••••••••••••••• $ 12.00
CP/M Plus Guides •••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 35.00

- User's Guide
- programmer's Guide
- Programmer's utilities Guide
- Symbolic Instruction Debugger (SID)
- System Guide

MBasic User's Guide •••••••••••••••••••••• $ 12.00
MD Corrpanion Guide • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• $ 12.00
MD (Floppy System) User's Guide •••••••••• $ 12.00
MD Hard Disk User's Guide •••••••••••••••• $ 12.00
MDl1 User's Guide •••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 12.00
MDT-20 Service Manual ••••••••••••••••••• $ 12.00
Morrow Software Sourcebook ••••••••••••••• $ 8.00
NewWbrd User's Guide (while supplies last) $ 12.00
Pilot User's Guide ••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 12.00
Smartkey User's Guide •••••••••••••••••••• $ 8.00
SuperCalc User's Guide ••••••••••••••••••• $ 12.00

Whichever you choose, one of these programs is
bound to breathe new life into your faithful old CP/M
comput.er and help extend its usefulness into the years
ahead. a

All prices include UPS shipping or first class
postage for domestic addresses. Because of weight
constraints, some Shipments must be sent UPS, please
include a street address. Foreign shipments are
additional, please inquire. California residents
please add 6.5% sales tax.

NAME: _

*_____ ID #:

ORDER FORM FOR MD ROM UPGRADE KITS
AND

MORROW USER'S MANUALS

PHONE: (__)

ADDRESS: _

r--------------------------~--

PropStar gives type-set quality true propor
tional spaced printing from ordinary NewWord and
WordStar document files. Prints on daisy-wheel prin
ters with ps type-wheels (and, certain matrix & laser
printers), inclUding Diablo, Qume, NEC, Brother, C
Itoh, Juki, Silver-Reed, Canon, Fujitsu & others.

Get what you've always wanted-

Get the Proportional Printing Program which

REALLY WORKS!

PropStar is a stand-alone program, not a patch,
gives higher quality print. than modified WordStar.
PropStar follows the rules for typesetting, maintains
spacing between letters, never crowds text, offers
continuous underline, increases letter spacing in
"bold" text to avoid run-together letters. PropStar
doesn't move text, so you get what you sec on your
w.p. screen, supports most W.S. print features.

Available on more than 40 CP/M formats including
MD-2/3/11. MS-DOS version also available. Only
$ 49.95, Visa & M/C accepted, or send check with
order and we pay postage. Comes fUlly pre-installed
so please specify computer and printer models.

CITY: STATE: ZIP: _

o Please serrl me the irrlicated Morrow User's
Manuals. I have enclosed a check for
$ • (Prices listed above)

DPlease send me the RCM Upgrade Kit for my MD3.
The cost excluding tax is $35.00.

OPlease send me the RCXvl Upgrade Kit for my MD Hard
Hard Disk computer (MD5,ll,16,34,64). The cost
excluding tax is $45.00.

** California residents please add 6.5% sales tax.

'IDI'AL NoOUN'r ENCLOSED $ _

(415) 455-8086

CIVIL 2111 RESEARCH DRIVE, SUITE 1

COMPUTING LIVERMORE, CALIFORNIA 94550

CORPORATION

oCorrect-It
OCP/M 2.2
DCP/M Plus
DMBasic
DMD Companion Guide
DMD Floppy System

o MD Hard Disk System
o MOll User I s Guide
OMorrow Software Sourcebook
oNewWord
DPilot
DSmartkey
oSuperCalc
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r--------------------------~-l
ORDER FORM FOR PUBLIC DOMAIN DISKETTES

NAME: _

To: t-OR, PO Box 5487, Berkeley, CA 94705, Attn: roR-PD

OPlease send me the corrplete roR Manual for $SO.OO.

NAME: _

CITY: ZIP: _

FLOBIAUG86:

PUBLIC DOMAIN UTILITIES
--------------FLOB/AUG86 DISK #1 lS0k--------------
LUX51K: Library utility, like NULU
LZW: File compression/decompression; squeezes

sm3.ller than SQ/USQ algorithm
NE.WARC: New program archiving utilities, by Dave

Rand, author of NSweep.
SIDEWAYS: Allows sideways printing of Supercalc files
MDI'20SW: Fix for the switch on MDI'-20 terminals
-------------FLOB/AUG86 DISK #2 160k--------------
PDLN10: New p.d. linker compatible with Microsoft

M80, RMAC and SLR's SLRINK fOrm3.ts
PROLNK15: Ron Fowler's Microsoft compatible Linkage

Editor
ZASM-NEW: Macro assembler compatible with PROLNK15
ZMAC: Another p.d. m3.cro assembler - fast.
-------------FLOB/AUG86 DISK #3 132k ----------------
Z8E: Extensive, sophisticated debugging tool.
ZSE-2: Update to above
ZDT: Z80 version of DDT; recognizes Z80 instruc

tions.
--------------FLOB/AUG86 DISK #4 (CP/M+)-------------
BANKRSX: Utility for enhancing SID for banked

memories
BANKSWAP: SID enhancement for Banked memories
CCP103+: Update to CCP102+
CPM+ADD2: Lists useful CP/M+ addresses in BIOS, etc.
CPM+HLP: Update to CPM+ Help files
CCPSET: Utility to change CCP.CCJ.1 quickly
CD+11: Directory change for use with CCP103+
PEEK: CPM3 uti1i ty to examine memory
RSXD:EM:>: Demo files for RSX m3.king
RSXMAP: Maps the RSXes in memory
RSXDIR: Another RSX utility
SAPP12+ : Sort and Pack Directory for Morrow CPM3
SFILE+10: SFILE for CPM3
--------------FLOB/AUG86 DISK #5 (CP/M+)--------------
CPM2: CPM 2.2 Emulator
CPM3.BUG: Article on bug in CPM3
CPM+PAT: Patching for CPM+
CPM3LIB: Set of linkable utilities in .REL form
CPM3UTL: Some CPM+ utili ties
DIRLN10: Directory utility
DRIVE: Technical files for Drive Assignment patches
LBRDISK3: LBRDSK for CPM3
MAKE+10: Batch erase, unerase, set flags on files
CPM+SET6: Sets defaults in CPM3.SYS file
CPM3-TB3: Patch to Turbo Pascal for CPM3
DtJ0N2PM+: DU uti lity for CPM3
HP+: Hewlett-Packard-like calculator for CPM3
ID301: Library accessing utility

*

*

ID #:

FLOB/JUN86
DDisk 1
DDisk 2
DDisk 3
DDisk 4
DDisk 5
DDisk 6
ODisk 7

ID #:

FLOB/APR86
DDisk 1
DDisk 2

FLOB/FEB86
DDisk 1
DDisk 2
DDisk 3
DDisk 4
DDisk 5
DDisk 6

FLOB/AUG86
DDisk 1
DDisk 2
DDisk 3
DDisk 4
DDisk 5

I enclosed a check or money order for a total of

$ (U.S.) for disks at $8.00 each.
** California Residents please add 6.5% sales tax **
US: First Class postage paid. OUtside US surface
postage paid; add $1.50 for Air Mail.

PHOOE: (__)

FLOB/DEC85
ODisk 1
DDisk 2

ADDRESS: _

PHOOE: (__)

ADDRESS: _

CITY: ZIP: _

FLOB/OCT85
ODisk 1
DDisk 2

FLOB/AUGS5
DDisk 1
DDisk 2

For FLOB diskette directories see previous issues or
ask for roR-PD Directory by m3.il (include SASE).
Please send me the following roR-PD diskettes:

r---------------------------~--
ORDER FORM FOR MOR MANUALS

i
I
I
I
I

* ID # precedes expiration date on your m3.iling label. :

-~------------------------------~

DPlease send me the roR Manual sections circled below.

CIRCLE TO ORDER: 1 2 3 4 5 6 789
MORROW TECHNICAL MANUALS IN STOCK

To: roR, PO Box 5487, Berkeley, CA 94705, Attn: MANUAL

* ID # precedes expiration date on your m3.iling label.

-----------~-------~------------

Account # _ • • $10
$6

• $15
• $10

• • • $10

• • • $15
5.

9.

6.
7.
8.

Micro Decision service Guide with
Schem3.tics for the Rev. 1.1 & Rev. 2.0
Boards and Technical Supplement. • • • • • $25

2. Diagnostic II User's Manual, Supersoft •••• $25
3. Hard Disk MD service Guide with

SChem3.tics • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $25
SA 200 Shugart Mini Floppy Drive
Preliminary OEM l1anual ••••••
SA 455/465 Shugart Mini Floppy Drive
Service Manual with Schem3.tics • • •
MDT20 Terminal Reference Guide •••
MDT50 Video Terminal service Manual.
MDT60 Video Terminal service Manual
with Ml'70 Video Terminal Supplement. •
David Block's MD Q&A Book, Unrevised •

4.

1.

The complete set of roR Manuals can be purchased for
$SO.OO. Note: The Diagnostic programs by SuperSoft
mentioned in #2 are not included with the roR Manuals
but can be ordered separately.

OVisao MasterCard

Signature _

manual sections for a total of $ _

o Check or Money Order

Exp. date _

I want

Total arrount : $ (U.S.)
** California residents please add 6.5% sales tax **
us: First Class postage paid. OUtside us surface
postage paid; Canada ad $2.00 for Air Mail; all other
countries add $5.00 for Air Mail.
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3.25

Total

Sub Total

o Money Order enclosed

Postage & Handling

CA Resident 6% Tax

o Phone: (

o Check enclosed

o Visa/Mastercard # _

Full Power Computing
On Your Morrow

T/Maker Integrated is a highly acclaimed
powerhouse program that can turn your CP/M
Morrow into a computing workhorse. At last,
you can enjoy productive computing like never
before. Imagine doing full-featured word
processing, relational database management,
spreadsheet analysis, horizontal bar chart
graphics, and checking your spelling all within
the same program. No more SWitching back and
forth between barely compatible programs to
accomplish these simple tasks. TIMaker
Integrated is universally acknowledged as a
unique integrated software system that is just
plain easy to learn. There is an alternative to
doing things the hard way. TIMaker can put the
hidden and largely untapped power of your
Morrow at your command. TIMaker Integrated
is regularly $450. Central is proud to offer this
outstanding multi-function package for the low,
low price of $189. Yes, this includes the entire
feature-packed T/Maker package, so please treat
yourself to this excellent super productive
software today. Feel the power of true software
integration on your Morrow. Order today.

Exp. Date Sig. _

o American Express Card # _

Morrow Model

Name _

CENTRAL COMPUTER PRODUCTS
330 Central Avenue, Dept. MR6

Fillmore, California 93015JI
(805) 524-4189

Dear Central,
Please send me the items listed below. I want fast,

friendly service. I understand that if I order 2 or more
items from this page I will receive the $16.95 book The
Compleat Morrow Micro Decision free. My check, money
order, or card number is enclosed. Thank you.

Description PrIce

FIRM
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE
ORDER WITH CONFIDENCE

Address _

City State Zip _

Credit Card phone orders accepted. Call toll free.
To order by mail use coupon, letter, or photo copy. Thank you .

© 1986 Central Computer Products•••

Do You Wish Writing.Were Easier?
If you need to write, or want to write clearly, your computer and the software program

Punctuation and Style can help you get there faster. It improves, clarifies, and enriches your
writing by identifying sentences with misused, redundant, faulty, cliched, or erroneous phrases,
and shows you how to improve them. It helps you rewrite and check your work by qUickly
marking and annotating your files for easy correction. In addition to computer-fast identification
of awkward, muddy, pompous, and wordy sentence structure, It also finds missing or improper
punctuation, unbalanced quotes, wrong abbreviations, faulty capitalizations, and much more.
Punctuation and Style actualIy improves your writing by mercilessly pointing out grammatical
errors. After a few weeks with Oasis System's Punctuation and Style your writing is bound to
become more dynamic, expressive, and honest. In time, you'lI stop worrying about grammar and
work on projecting ideas instead. After alI, that's what writing is about.

Punctuation and Style makes writing and rewriting much easier. The list price of Punctuation and
Style is $125. Central's price is $95. Experience the power of this valuable "Punctuation
Checking and Writing Improvement Software" yourself. Order today to get this program fast.

Software to Boost
and Keep High Scores

Now you can help your child boost or
maintain his grades. It's easy. Resource
Software International's educational programs
are specially made to help kids rocket to the
top and stay there.

Imagine this. If properly prepared, your boy
or girl can be accepted by the college of your
choice - no matter how many other students
are clamoring for admission. RSI software is
created by educators. It lets the child choose
the pace of instruction. Challenging computer
assisted learning at its best. Available for both
CP/M and MSDOS computers. The list price of
these programs is $39.95 each. Central's price
is only $37 each. Three for $99. Fun,
educational, and easy to use. Order today.
Description t Grade Level

Let's Have Fun Counting 1-3
Let's Have Fun Subtracting 1-3
Funzeez 2-5
Learning and Using Fractions 5-7
Learning and Using Decimals 5-7
Vocab Building 4-7
Letter Writing 6-8
Algebra 8-college
Trigonometry 8-college
Geometry 8-college
Elementary Chemistry 8-college
Basic Inorganic Terminology 8-college
Chemical Symbols 8-college
Metrics 7-college
High School Entrance Exam 6-8
SAT Super Score Builder 10-12

t Includes Parents' & Teachers' manual.

Software in Review
Decision Analyst. Helps you make
decisions where from 2 to 12 alternatives
exist. Can save a business or build one.
Professional printed reports. Powerful helper.
Use it to make difficult career decisions too.
Decision Analyst makes complex decision
making easier. Consultants charge hefty fees
for doing what this program does
automatically. Program and tutorial $129.
DateStamper. Date and time stamp all
your files. Know exactly when you last
worked a file. Organize your record keeping.
Prove to the IRS that you use your
computer in business. $42.
Word Finder. Puts 90,000 synonyms at
your fingertips. Works from within WordStar.
So, easy and helpful it's amazing. Puts
thousands of words on the tip of your
tongue right before your eyes. At your
request, synonyms instantly appears along
top of screen. Place the cursor on the word
you want to see in your file. Hit the return
key. The word in top of the screen replaces
the word in your file automatically. $69.
FontStar. Prints bright WordStar. Makes
Epson or compatible a super dot matrix.
Comes with 16 predesigned fonts. Make
your own too. Near typeset quality. $49.

$ 58.00
$ 44.00
$ 29.00

$ 34.00
$ 34.00
$ 59.00
$ 59.00

$ 64.00

$ 79.00
$ 79.00
$ 69.00
$ 79.00
$ 89.00
$ 99.00
$189.00

$ 22.00
$ 29.95
$ 27.00
$ 45.00
$ 54.00

$47.00
$47.00

$149.00

$235.00

$ 69.00
$ 24.00
$ 46.00

$ 49.95
$ 49.95
$ 12.00

$ 59.00
$ 89.00
$ 89.00
$129.00

$ 74.95

$ 39.95
$ 39.95
$ 75.00
$ 75.00

$ 69.95
$ 49.95
$ 34.00

$180.00

$ 89.00
$ 29.00
$ 49.95

Central Computer Products

Training software.
Speeds learning.
Gives fast results.

••

Morrow CP/M and MSDOS Software
TI TRAINING SOFTWARE
P/M
Basic
ultiplan
ordstar

ORLAND INTERNATIONAL
urbo Pascal 3.0
urbo Datebase Toolbox
urbo Tutor, Step by Step

DE SOFTWARE
hecks & Balances, Home Acct Pak

CUSTOM PROGRAM HOUSE
Banner Plus $ 37.95 $ 18.95
- Use any printer to print you own huge banners & messages

IGITAL MARKETING/PRO TEM
ibliography $ 99.00

Footnote and Pair * $ 99.00
Grammatik * $ 75.00
Index * $ 99.00
Milestone, Project Planner $ 99.00
Notebook $150.00

riter's Pak - includes $250.00
all * products and Random House Checker

- Call for prices on all other DM or PT products

FYI. INC.
FYI 3000 $295.00 $249.00
SuperFile with Sort & Merge $195.00 $145.00
- Free form textual matter database managers
- Index material spread over 255 diskettes

INFOCOM
Deadline $ 49.95 $ 43.00
Hitch Hikers Guide to the Galaxy $ 39.95 $ 37.00
Infidel $ 44.95 $ 39.00
Witness $ 39.95 $ 37.00
Zork I $ 39.95 $ 34.00
Zork II & III each $ 44.95 $ 39.00
- Call for prices on all other Infocom products

MENDOCINO SOFTWARE
Eureka, Disk Cataloger $ 50.00 $ 48.00
- Helps you tag, catalog, and find your files instantly

MICROSOLUTIONS
Uniform MD2 $ 69.95 $ 49.95

Reads 32 + computer formats
Uniform MD3, 5, 11 $ 69.95 $ 49.95

Reads 90 + computer formats

MYCROFTS LABS
Mite Communications $150.00 $109.00

OASIS SYSTEMS
The Word Plus $150.00 $109.00

PLU·PERFECT SYSTEMS
Date Stamper, General CP/M $ 49.00 $ 43.00

SAN FRANCISCO COMP
Power! $149.00 $ 99.00
DocuPower! $149.00 $ 99.00

SOFTAIDS
MTBasic Compiler $ 49.95 $ 47.00
- Powerful language lets you build windows into your programs

SOFTWARE TOOLWORKS
Eliza $ 24.94
MyChess $ 34.95
Word Wiggle $ 29.95
C/80 $ 49.95
Reading Professor, Speed Read $ 59.95
- Call for prices on all other Toolworks products

SORCIM
SuperCalc 2 $295.00

TELION SOFTWARE
Free Filer $ 49.95
Language Tutor, Teaching Tool $ 49.95

UNISON WORLD
PrintMaster Graphics 111 pies
Art Gallery I Graphics 140 pies
Creatiue PrintMaster book $ 13.95
- Get Creative book free with purchase of both

Hardware
Data Spec - Printer and Data Switch Boxes

RS232 1 input - 2 output $ 69.00
RS 232 1 input - 3 output $ 99.00
Centronics 1 input - 2 output $ 99.00
Centronics 1 input - 3 output $150.00

SOFTCRAFT
Fancy Font

SOFTWARE RESEARCH TECH
dFastest, dBase 33 times faster sort
Touch 'n'Go. Typing Tutor
SmartKey and Free Screen Smarts

SWP MICROCOMPUTER PROD
256k CoPower-88 Plus $350.00 $339.00
- Plus boards are expandable up 2 megabytes
- RAM disk. Just add PCDOS to get an MSDOS computer

Diskettes
3M SSDD MD2 diskettes lO/box $ 12.95
3M DSDD MD 3, 5, 11 lO/box $ 15.00
3M Head Cleaning Kit $ 32.00 $ 21.95
Prices, specifications, and offers subject to change without notice.



CLASSIFIEDS

USEDSWPCO-POWER89 BOARD FOR SALE. 256K ramdisk for
CP/M and will also run generic MSDOS. Will run
SuperCalc II, dBAseII, Turbo Pascal, Mix C in MSDOS.
Designed for MD3. $200. Keith Bale, Box 3001,
West.mont, IL 60559. (312) 971-1779.

BAMDUA NEWSLETTER BACK ISSUE SALE. Less than half
price! Tips, articles, Q & A's. Great for novices.
Average 30 pages. Order 1984 or 1985 set (11 issues
each) for $13.00 or both sets for $25.00. US postage
paid, add $3.00 per set outside US and Canada. P.O.
Box 5152, BErkeley, CA 94705.

FLOPPy DISK DRIVES Fujitsu DSDD. Compatable with all
Marrows. $89 each. 10 for $795. Brand nu w/one year
Fujitsu guarantee. Whitaker Co., Box 460, Downey, CA
90241, (213) 566-3555. UPS = $5/ea or $30lcase of
10.

FOR SALE: Morrow MD-11, complete wi WordStar, NeWWord,
Correct-It, MBasic, BAzic, Pearl, SUperCalc, Condor
III, Quest and more. Excellent condition, $1,195 oboe
(913) 784-3190, 306D Carpenter Pl.

Morrow sales, consulting, repairs - see Jacobs
Computer Services Ad on page 8.

MD-3 with MT-70 terminal. All soft-ware including
Quest. All equipment and manuals like new. Hardly
used. All original boxes. $875.00 Rene Gadpaille,
Box 970799, Miami, FL 33197 (305) 253-9587-8 day,
(305) 253-8906 evenings.

FOR SALE: MD2 64K. Two floppy drives. Excellent
conditiqn WOrdStar, Correct-It, Notebook, MBasic,
Footnote, Personal Pearl, Bibliography, SmartKey,
CP/M. Call Kurt Jackson. Home: (707) 762-0962
WOrk: (707) 763-6887. Petaluma, CA $650.00

CONVERT MD2 TO MD3. Brand new complete kit includes
drives, all hardware and simple screwdriver-only
instructions. I paid $295, first $250 takes it.
Liberty 100, like new $299. Shacter, 9639 I dorthy,
Southgate, CA 90280 213-567-8758

MD3 (2 1/2-Size 400K drives) and TERMINAL (MDT-50) wi
lotsa software: Turbo Pascal, 3 BASICs, WordStar,
NewWord, Correct-It, LogiCalc, SmartKey, Personal
Pearl, custom progs, + etc, but doesn't do windows.
$689.95 b/o Joel @ (415) 528-2269

MD-11 and MD-3 Portable wi MTD terminals. Absolutely
reliable, in great condition. All software including
WordStar, NeWWord, SmartKey, SUperCalc 2, Personal
Pearl, Quest, etc. All Manuals. Both units for only
$2,195. Contact Jim Simmons at. Suite 800, 310 S.W.
4th Ave. Portland, OR 97204 or call 503-228-9441

-MD3 FOR SALE-
with terminal & Okidata printer. Brand new condition.
Best offer! Contact: Bruce Glenn, 431 Apache ct.,
Paso Robles, CA 93446. call: 805-238-1583

MD-11 w/MT-60 term. Perfect condition. Owner's manual,
CP/M 3.0 and manuals, dBase II, MBasic, NeWWord, much
more. Asking $1200, and will pay shipping.
Guaranteed to work or money & return shipping back.
Bob Shevett, 45 N. Gaston Ave., Somerville, NJ 18876.
(201) 722-2040 work or (215) 862-5037 home.

MD-11, MD-3 other computer, print.ers, software, CRTs,
tape drives from trade-ins & upgrades. All exec.
condo Lowest prices, make offer. 305-269-0954

FOR SALE: Complete Bondwell 2 portable system w/ 3
disk drives, RAMdisk, modem, software. Customized
as described in June MOR. $1200. Dan Drasin,
415/655-0113.

NEW PIVOT lIs, checked out, t.ested but. never sold. 90
day warranty. Three pivot II's wi 320K, 300-1200 baud
modem @ $1724.11. One pivot II wi 640K, Video Board,
300-1200 modem @ $2318.53. All include battery, AC
Adaptor, carrying strap. Ken or Sally Landes, Loveland
Computer Center, Loveland, CO (303) 667-9095.

FOR SALE: 5 MHz "Turbo" Kaypro II wi software &
extras. $600 Dan Drasin (415) 655-0113

LET ADVERTISERS KNOW you saw them in MOR! Let MOR
know when you buy something from one of o:ut. '
advertisers.

Advanced Concepts Eng. & Consult
Advent Products.. • •
Bright Light, Inc.
CDE Software
Cent.ral Computer Produ
Civil Computing • • • •
Faught Data Systems .•
Financial Track Syste
Golden Pacific Systems
Jacobs Computer.Servi
James River GrOll
KAMASOFT
Lark Software, I
Poor Person Softwar
Pub' rrain Software 0

Sil' alley surplus
Spec r hnologies

s mputer
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m~£'~~~.1Iilf1tl.~~ra~ll Box 5487 Berkeley, CA 94705
U~~I!J~ (415)644-2638Ir_lliiiili"'__~ ~

SUBSCRIBE. RENEW. ORDER BACK ISSUES

State Zip _

o l-year MOR (6 issues) 0 2 years MOR (12 issues)
$18 $32

o All Canada & Mexico residents, add $8 US per year

o All other countries:
o Add $7 US for each year for Surface Mail
o Add $16 US for each year for Airmail

o For US First Class, add $8 per year.

o Please leave my name off your mailing list rentals.

o Please RENEW my subscription to MOR.

Name _

Subscriber No.* _

Phonet;;. _

Address _

City _

MOR is published bi'monthly, starting in February. We must receive your subscription
application before the 15th of the month preceding publication in order to begin your
subscription with the next issue.

.. Applies to current subscribers only. This number is in the upper right corner of your mailing label, preceding,
your expiration datP..

BACK ISSUES cost $4 each, postage paid in the U.S., Canada, and
Mexico. For all other countries, $5.50 each, airmail postage paid. Total amount enclosed $ for Subscription 0 and/or Back Issues 0

Signature ----'-M_O_R_3486_

._-:_-------------------_.~

Account ** _
Please send me the following issues:
VOL. 1: CJ#1APR84 CJ#2JUN84 CJ#3AUG84 CJ#40CT84 CJ#5DEC84

VOL. 2: CJ#1FEB&5 CJ#2APR&5 CJ#3JUN85 CJ#4AUG85 CJ#50CT&5 CJ#6DEC85

VOL.:3: CJ#1FEB86 CJ#2APR86 CJ#3JUN86 CJ#4AUG86 CJ#50CT86 CJ#6DEC86

---------------------

o MasterCard O·VISA o Check or Money Order

Exp. Date _

MOR GIFT SUBSCRIPTIONS!

----._-'....----_......_._---------

Total amount enclosed for $ _

Signature _ M0R3486

State Zip _

GIFT TO:
Name _

Address _

Phone _

City _

o 1 year MOR (6 issues) 0 2 years MOR (12 issues)
$18 $32

o All Canada & Mexico residents, add $8 US per year

o All other countries:
o Add $7 US for each year for Surface Mail
o Add $16 US for each year for Airmail

o For US First Class, add $8 per year.

o Please leave name off your mailing list.
_ llll~

State.......-- Zip _

o Check or Money Order

Exp. Date _

o VISAo MasterCard

Account ** _

FROM:
Name _

Subscriber No. _

Phone _

Address _

City _

CHANGE OF ADDRESS Allow six weeks for your Change of Address to take effect.

State Zip _ State Zip _

OLD ADDRESS: (Paste your mailing label here)
Name _

Subscriber No. _

Address _

City _

NEW ADDRESS:
Name _

Address _

Phone _

City _



BACK ISSUES
:A resource to help you make your Morrow really useful

VOL 1, '1, APRB4

Technica I am Foreign Language Text with
WOrdStar + Ne\tMord vs. WOrdStar + Meet
the Disk Drives in Your MorrCM + Adding
Disk Drives to Your MorrCM + Quieting
DCMn Your MorrCM MD3 + Inexpensive
PASCAL

VOL 1, '2, JUN84

Concurrent Editing and Printing with
WOrdStar + Customizing Ne\oMord +
Trouble Shooting Your Micro Decision +
Diskettes Deteriorate + About serial
COll111Ullications + Installing WordStar
for Dot Matrix Printers

VOL 1, '3, AUG84

Graphics Package for the MorrCM +
Friendly Telecommunications + A Very
Simple Modem Program + Proportional
Spacing with \'«:>rdStar + Using Basic to
Control Your Printer + Patching
WOrdStar for an Epson Printer +
Installing WOrdStar 3.0 for the MP100

VOL 1, 14, OCT84

About surge am Spike Protectors: I
Thought It WOuld Never Happen to Me +
Public Domain Software Made Easy +
Progranming Your Function Keys with
NerIMord + More Printing and Editing
Concurrent!y with WOrdStar

VOL 1, '5, DEC84

Speeding Up Your Computer + WOrdStar
Emergency Treatment + Customizing
WOrdStar's Terminal Defaults + ZCPR3
Makes CP/M 2.2 Shine + Spool-Away
with Printer Buffers + Notes from a
SmarKey User

VOL2, 11, FEB85

Trouble-Shooting Your MorrCM + Micro
Justification am Prop. Spacing in
WOrdStar + Teaching with pilot +
Toward a More Useful MD2 (1,876K
disk space) + Getting Started with
TURBO PASCAL

VOL 2, .2, APR 85

MorrCM Drive Error Messages + saving
Tirre in Supercalc with X (eXecute) +
The MorrCM Tooloox + Autorratic
Formatting with PIIm + UniForm, A
File Transfer Utility + SUBMIT to
~ss WOrk

VOL 2, '3, JUN85

Moderns: What's All the Fuss About? +
Getting started with Modem Programs +
MorrCM Printer Riboons + Locked OUt of
:U:X;ICALC? + Short Introduction to
FIOONET + Adding Z-cr.a:K to MD3 +
The Smartest-Modem of All (Visionary)
+ The CTS fvt1300 Modem with MITE

VOL 2, .4, AUG85

Upgrading ~rd: Why and How? + The
MD3 as a Dedicated WOrd Processor +

- KAMAS, an OUtline Processor + EUREKA!
A CP/M Disk Cataloger + NSWEEP: A
Public Domain Jewel + New Tricks
for WOrdStar + ShadCMPrint (SPRINI'),
a Print Spooler

VOL2, '5, OCT85

Running a Small Business with a MorrCM +
Reflections on dBase II, Conparing Gold
to Pearl + dBase II Hints for MorrCM
Users + Accrual Bookkeeping on Quest,
Vers. 1.2 + An OVerview of Personal
Pearl + Eliminate Sort Disk SWap
when Using Pearl

VOL 2, #6, DEC85

The Co-Processor Board Confusion +
Converting Your Morrow Keyboard to
Dvorak + Genealogy with Personal
Pearl + Telecormunications: National
and International + Vers~ger II
.. Indexing with Correct-It .. Th.e
Animal Game + Handicapped Users
and the MorrCM .. COrMay' s Game of
Life

VOL 3, .1, FEB86

Best of the Public Domain Software +
Debugging: OVercoming Basic Fear +
Public Domain Games on the MorrCM +
A Note on the C Programming Language +
Public Domain: Where Dogs Run Free +
Of Copyrights and "Public Domain" +
Adventure Strategies + Doing Returns
on a Cooputer + Using the fvt1300 Modem
to Dial Voice calls + Functional
Comparisons of Data Base Software +
PersonaI PearI Hints and Kinks +
Reviews of TA}M)RKS, 1040 PLUS

VOL 3, '2, APR86

The Basics of Computer Typesetting +
More on Tools for Writers + Some
Favorite Public Domain Writers Tools +
Desktop Publishing with a Morrow +
proportional Spaced Printing with
CP/M + Reviews of WOrdFinder, Index,
Footnote, Bibliography, Grarrmatik,
wsNote, Number, FTNaI'E, DataPlotter,
ElectraFind, Propstar, MagicSeries,
PrintMaster

VOL 3, #3, JUN86

The Final, Absolute WOrd on Installing
Double-Sided Drives in Your MD2 +
Doubling the Speed of Your Terminal
Port + Your 4-Drive MorrCM: Adding 2
More Drives to Your MD3 + Connecting
a Portable to Your MD + Exploring
the Im in Your MorrCM + Updating
Your MD with the Latest Im-How and
Why + About Printer Buffers and Speed
+ A User I s Guide to Understanding
FIDBs + How I Quieted My Disk Drives
am Lived Happily Ever After

I-All this information can beyours fo.r $4.00perissue. IL Order now while they last! I
Order Form for Back Issues on reverse side of this page.



$1695!*
8 Z~111111~

* DOS 3.1
* NewWord2

WordStar commands!
* SuperCalc2

Superb Spreadsheet! 0 I r:::~::::::::::::d ii~i~ii11~Ij~i!Iii~11I~Ii~f:

XT includes 1---__. * ~~::_~~:~ text filing! 11111111111111111
RUN/CPM & rm~

NJiEJjO I ,,~

..----------------,~~ ...----------------,
• Speed- 4.77/8 MHZ· Slots- Elgh t
• Memory- 640K • Clock- Battery
• Pwr Supply- 135W· Port- Parallel
• Keyboard- AT Style. Port- Serial
• Floppies- Two 360K. Port- Game
• IBM -Compatible!

15 DA Y MONEY-BACK

GUARANTEE!

1 FULL YEAR

WARRANTY!

*Speed- 8 MHZ • Slots- EIght
*Memory- 1 MEG· Clock- Battery
*Pwr Supply- 200W. Port- Parallel
·Keyboard- AT Style· Port- Serial
*Floppy- One 1.2 MEG
*IBM-Compatible!

XT 21 MEG/l FL... Only $13951 *
XT 45 MEG/l FL...only $19951 *

AT 21 MEG/l FL Only $2295/ *
AT 45 MEG/1 FL Only $2695/ *

/l. k J& G h· l

r--_

N
_

EW
__

e

_'e_'! I;,;,;,;,I~!ll!f;,;,;,;,a._,'r:;;;;;:;;;;;I;;:;;;;;';;;..I N_EW__!_!_!_.....,
MONOCHROME

* Hi-res 14" Monitor!
Amber or Green, Swivel

* 80 col X 56 rows!
For Word Processing

* 132 col X 44 rows!
For ~preadsheets

* 740 X 348 Graphics!
Hercules compatible

* Parallel Printer Port!

Only $295/

RUN/CPM Z80
5 MI-IZ Z80, 64K,jull CP/M

compatibility!Only $199/

300/1200 Modem
Hayes compatible, includes
software!

Only $199/

eGA COLOR
* Hi-res 14" Monitor!

True RGB color, Swivel
* 640X200, 320X200!

Up to 4 out of 16 colors
* Fine-line Char Set!

For colorful Text
* IBM-Compatible!

High quality CGA
*Parallel Printer Port!

Only $595/

- .Ind
COMPUTER

1690 65th Street, Emeryville, CA 94608, (415) 652-3222
Telex: 756329 (DRIVE CUD), WU EASYLINK 62533500

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.

* Base systems do not include graphics.

EGA COLOR
*Ultra Hi-Res NEC

Multi-Sync Monitor!
TTL and Analog RGB! '

*650 X 350 Color!
Up to 16 out of 64 colors

*EGA,CGA,MGA &
Hercules compatible!

* IBM-Compatible!
*Hi-res text in color!

Only $995/

60 MEG Tape

Your choice - Everex
Internal or External Tape!
Includes Tape drive, controller
card, cartridge, cables, manual
and software.

Only $1295/



ACCOUNTING
integrated accou
meet professional sta
fast and easy to use, with:
structions. Our manual (shown
also includes helpful infonnatio
bookkeeping and computers.

GENERAL LEDGER $125
Allows up to 1,000 accounts & 1,000
transactions/month. Retains mo/end
balances for Last year, This Year and
Forecast. Includes Cash Disburse
ments, Cash Receipts and General
Journals. Reports include Balance
Sheet, Income Statement, Annual
Summaries and Journal Reports.

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE .......... $125
Allows up to 2,500 customers and 1,000
in:voices per month. Invoicin:g can access
Inventory Module. Keeps customer
names and addresses. Invoice prints on
plain paper or any pre-printed form.
Statements can be printed at any time.

Allows up to 4,000 parts. Keeps 3
month history of unit sales as well as
year to date. With AR, can be used as
point of sale system (prints invoices,
handles cash). Reports include Inven
tory Value and Stock Report, Internal
and Customer Price List.

MYROLL' '-~.tI••••••••'-il'~'•••••:~'••••••••••• :'--"$125
Will handle up to 100 employees with
six deductions per employee. Deduc
tions may be determined as fixed dollar
amounts or percentages, or referred to
a table for automatic look-up. Tax tables
are easily entered, or purchased sepa
rately.

'SEI'- OF 'FIVE ,':"'~:'fI~:.:.;,.':~::,.' •••••~.~-••,-.'. ,UBI
IEI' OF FOUR $395
IEI' OF THREE $325

RUN ON MOSICI'M'ANDMSDOS

Apple CPM ISM PC,XT,PC jr,AT Sanyo (al/)
Columbia Kaypro (all) Tandy (all)
Compaq Morrow (a(() TeleVideo
Corona Osborne (al/) Zenith 100 & 150
Eagle (all) Panasonic 8 "CPM
Epson aX-tO Radio Shack CPM Other compatibles

Try all 5 programs above (GL, AR, Ap,
IN, PRJ. Order our DEMO DISK for
$18.00 (includes shipping). Condensed
versions of the programs give you the
"feel" of data entry and access. Includes
sample reports and instructions. Specify
machine.

TRASHMAN (NEW) $145
The. "Catch-All" program. Files. any
type ofinfonnation for quick access.
Name or subject oriented with 15 lines
of notes per name. Use TMAN as a
mailing list, filing system,. notebook,

~~;;,':~~:~~=t\Vith.~ta
Try TRASHMAN (only) DEMO ..... $16

HOWTO ORDER: Please specify machine
and disk format. You can pay by check,
by VISA or MasterCard (we need your
expiration date and card number),.or by
UPS COD (add $2.50 COD charge). Our
price includes shippin:g. Minnesota resi.;
dents, add 6% sales tax). We ship most
orders the same day.
or ORDER BYPHONE: 112·"9-2521

125 North First Street
Min:neapolis, MN 55401


